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Carter Asking Federal
Aid Of $428 Million
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll says Kentucky
is
devastated by winter beyond its ability
to recover and he is asking President
Carter for federal assistance with
damages and costs totaling some $428
million.
Slumping sales, lost production,
transportation tieups and damage to
buildings and equipment have cost
businesses and industries more than
$295 million, he said Friday in a letter to
the President.
Cattle and hogs are dying, those that
survive need more food, and these and
other farm expenses have amounted to
at least $108 million, Carroll said.
He asked that Carter "declare the
existence of a major disaster" and
requested "massive assistance" for
'businesmen, farmers, homeownersand
- others suffering weather-related
losses.
The, continuing accumulation of
disaster effects that have steadily
eroded Kentucky's capacity to recover
Richard Cottrell, Murray, was recently named to the National Board of Directors of the American Park
are so pervasive that they are injuring
and Recreation
Society (APRS). This society, with its 6,000 members, is the largest professional society in the National
every segment of the commonwealthS
Recreation and
Park Association. Cottrell is one of three Southeastern members of their National Board of Directors. He has also
economy," Carroll, wrote. "I foresee
been
named Vice-chairman of the APRS Park Planning and Development Committee. He is attending a mid-year board
only greater hardship and suffering." meeting Thursday-Saturday at the University of Illinois. On Friday morning Cottrell will conduct a 2-hour outdoor
He detailed other damages: $5.8
recreation seminar for University of Olinois Recreation and Park students. Cottrell ilrihe Chief of Outdoor Recreation
million to public school facilities, with
Services in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee
34 districts still to report, and $3.3
.
million to other government and
(TVA Photo)
private nonprofit facilities.
That included damage estimated at
$19,500 at the Old State House in Frankfort, $7,900 at the Kentucky School for
the Deaf at Danville, $6,700 at the
Kentucky 'School for the Blind in
Louisville and $1,000 at Kentucky
Industries for the Blind in Louisville.
Carroll said damage .. to stateFormer Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Effects of Legislation Pertaining to
counselor and industrial psychologist
maintained roads has amounted to $6
Nunn will return to the Murray State Employment Practices Since 1964."
from Southern Illinois University, will.
million and the state Department-of
University campus March 25 for the'
Also scheduled for the morning
conclude the morning program,
Transportation has spent $4 million
second time within this year to par- session will be the dramatization of
speaking on "What Should be the
more than average to -clear and salt
ticipate in a day-long conference on controversial employment situations. Criteria for Employment?"
roads this winter.
"Who Gets the Job,, Issues in
beamed at the problems of equalizing
A discussion by a-panel of experts,'
Broken water pipes and other
Employment Practices."
employment -opportunities
for- representing various aspects of
damages to an estimated 7,615
Nunn, now a practicing attorney in
minorities and women.
management, labor, law and the
residences have totaled $1.3 million!
Lexingwas en the,csmpiaalor two .
larvay-vacati-enal--hunianitiesorifthightightthe-afternoon
days in late January lecturing to
- program, Former Gov. Nunn and Mrs.
Carroll asked tha the U.S. Departpolitical science and public adJo turris, a practicing attorney in
ministration classes. He is scheduled to
Murray, will moderate the discussion.
speak on "Problems in Implementing
Dr. Judy Wubnig, an internationallyEmployment Legislation" during the
recognized expert on employment
morning session of the employment
practices and a professor Of philosophy
conference.
at the University of Waterloo in
To be held in Room 208 of Faculty
Canada, will conclude the conference
A report on activities of the Murray
Hall, the conference has been financed Police Departmen
with an address on, "Employment
t for the month of
by a $4,156 grant from the Kentucky January and for
Practices: Problems and Potentials."
the Murray Police
• A -Murray man is listed in fair conHumanities Council, and is being Court for the
Registration for the event will be
period from Jan. 27 to
dition today at the Murray-Calloway
sponsored by the Department of Speech Feb. 10,
from
8
until
9 a.m. the day of the con1977, was presented to the
County Hospital after being struck by a
and Theatre. Dr. Jerry Mayes is the Murray Common
ference. The $3 fee includes lunch.
Council by police
car last night, according to Murray City
director and Dr. James Booth the committee chairman
Registrati
on
for
the conference.
H. Ed Chrisman.
Police.
assistant director. Both are professors
which is open to the public, will be from
During the month of January, the
Officers identified the victim as
in the department.
8 until 9 a.m. the day of the conference.
Police Department investigated 27
Laverne Wallis, 303 North Sixth Street.
The purpose of the conference, ac- cases, the majority
The
$3 fee includes lunch.
of which were theft
The driver of the car was identified as
cording to Mayes, is to familiarize cases
Additional information may be ob(15).
William Parrish, Route Three.
interested individuals, particularly
tained by calling or writing Dr. Jerry
Officers said the Parrish car was
MPD officers also made 52 criminal
employment personnel instrumental in
Mayes, Department of Speech and
going south on Fourth Street. making a
the formulating or implementing of arrests during the month with 17 of the
Theatre, Murray State University,
left turn onto Main Street, when the
employment procedures, with recent arrests in connection with thefts.
Murray, Ky. 42071. His telephone
accident occurred. Wallis was reported
The department issued 44 traffic
developments in government, industry
number is ( 502) 762-4731 or 762-4489.
to have been walking across Main at the
and private business employment citations with 16 persons being cited for
time of the accident.
DWI and 12 motorists cited for expractices.
occurred aS, 9:31 p. m.
The conference will focus on both the ceeding the speed limit.
TODAY'S INDEX
Friday.
A total of 57 traffic accidents were
legal and human concerns from both
Wallis is in the intensive care unit of
One Section Today
the employer and employee per- investigated. Three of the accidents
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Local Scene
spective, he said, adding that a number resulted in personal injury to inHoroscope
of critical issues of interest and im- dividuals but no fatalities were
2
Dear Abby
portance to local businesses and in- recorded.
2
Opinion Page
dustries will be examined.
3
Of 49 cases heard in City Police
Fins'n Feathers
45
In addition to Nunn,others appearing Court, 10 were dismissed and 29 were
Periods of rain today, dimininshirrg
Sports
on the morning program include:
6,7
tonight. Highs today III the low 50s.
found guilty as charged. Ten cases
Comic
'13
1(aj Spencer, -affirmative action Were continued until a later date.
Lowstonight in the low to mid 30s.
Crossword
8
officer at Murray State and adClearing Sunday with highs in the upper
The top three categories of cases in
Classifieds
8,9
ministrative assistant to the univer- city court were DWI; 10; public in40s. Chances of precipitation are 80 per
Deaths & Funerals
10
sity's president, who will discuss "The toxication,8; and speeding,7.
cent today,40 per cent tonight.

Louie Nunn To Participate In
Conference March 25 At MSU

Activities Of
MPD Reported

Local Man Is
Injured In
Accident Here

Rain Today

ment of Agriculture assist farmers with
the costs of purchasing .and 'transporting additional feed needed. during
the cold weather,and that the Farmers'
Home Administratian make lowinterest loans available.
The state, he said. "is substantially
dependent oil agriculture," and where
farm 'damage is concerned,.,"not a
single county is immune to the terrible
current situation."
Another specific request was for
grants totaling $1,047,410 for needy
individuals and families who have
suffered losses and cannot get loans. ,

The information was. gathered for
Carroll from various state agencies by
the. state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
Division Director Robert McFerren
flew to Atlanta on Friday to deliver the
figures to Thomas Redle, the Federal
Disaster Assistance Administration
FDAA regional director,.
- Officials expect a decision by Carter
next week. If he declares a disaster in
Kentucky. state and FDAA officials will
negotiate the types of aid to be made
available. -

UCM To Present Workshop
And Luncheon Wednesday
"Crisis in Marriage" will be the focus
of a luncheon and a workshop at the
United Campus Ministry ( UCM ) at
Murray State University on Wednesday,Feb. 16.
To begin at 12:30 p.m., the luncheonworkshop program on a topic described
as "an important and even critical
issue in our society" is co-sponsored by
the Murray Mental Health Center and
the Center for Continuing Education at
Murray State.
Don Brock, director of the local
Mental Health Center, will speak at the
luncheon. His presentation will be
based on his- experience as a
professional marriage counselor. The
cost of the luncheon is $1.25.
Dr. Adam B. Lanning, assistant

professor of sociology and anthropology
at Murray State, will open the
workshop, schectuled from 130 to 3
p.m, in the auditorium of the UCM at
202 N. 15th St. He teaches a sociology
class entitled "The Family."
After his presentation, the participants will break up into small
groups to discuss the issue and to
suggest possible responses by the
conununity.
There is no fee for the workshop,
except for those who desire to earn
Continuing Education Units (.'EUS).
That cost is $2. .
Anyone wishing further information
about the luncheon-workshop may call
the UCM at 753-3565 and speak with
either Fred Morton or Bill Porter.

Students Should Begin.Seelsing
Financial Assistance For 1978
Murray State University student*. $250. In addition, the processed KFAF
and prospective students seeking
will be used by the Student Financial
financial assistante* for the 1977-781 Aid Office to determine student
school year -should begin the process -—eligibilitY Tor programs Mita on - the
immediately, according to Johnny
Murray State application.
McDougal, director of student financial
A separate application is requiren oy
aid.
the federal government for the Basic
He urged students to obtain forms for Educational Opportunity Grant
loans, grants, and student employment ) BEO(1 ) Program. The 1977-78 BEOG
in the Student Financial -Aid Office and - applieatiorIs - are now available and
to complete and submit all financial aid should be completed and mailed imapplications as soon as possible in view
mediately, McDougal. added.
of the anticipated request.- MeDoUgal
-He emphasized that all unsaid forms should be properly com- dergraduate students applying for any
pleted and mailed to the designated
type of loan, grant, -or student emaddresses by April 1 to receive full
ployment must complete - a BEOG
consideration.
application. This is required by federal
Student financial aid packets at
regulation and BEOG eligibility or
Murray State have been revised and
ineligibility must be determined before
reduced by one-third. The application
other loan, grant, or employment
permits students to apply for the
request;are given final consideration.
following:
McDougal reminded students that
National Direct Student Loan
applications for the 1977-78 school year
NDSL); Supplemental Educational
are_required even though aid has been
Opportunity Grant (SE(XI ); Nursing
received previously. A separate apStudent I.oan iNSI.); Nursing
plication fer Ieatts and employment is.
Scholarship ) NSch ); and Student
required for the summer of 1977.
Employment University and Federal
Summer term applications are
Work-Study).
available and due by March I. BE(X;
The family financial statement to be
awards art not available for the
used with the application is the Kensummer term.
tucky Financial Aid Form -KFAF).
Full information on all financial
The KFAF :automatically gives the
assistance programs is available in the
applicant a chance to be considered for
Student Financial Aid Office,
a Kentucky. Higher Education
Basement. Sparks Hall, Murray State
Assistance Authority Grant of $200 to
University, Murray, Ky.,42071.

Valentine's A Special Day For All
By PETE WYRO
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
February is a month for special
occasions for most Americans. It's the
-Trionth with Washington's birthday, and
Lincoln's. It's the month that the
ground hog must show his face if there
is to be an early end to winter. And it's
the month that focuses on on
when
"the romantics" exchangeet
i!ir expressions of love and endearment with
the objects of their affections. It is the
month for Valentine's Day.
So, every February 14th, like most of
the world, Calloway County and
Murray residents spend a part of their
time and a part of their money making
Valentihe's Day a special day or
'lovers,' special friends and busine s
as well.
The origin of Valentine's day, as it is
presently celebrated, are found in
Roman history, and go track to the year
496 A.D.
In that year, Pope Galasius of Rome
decided to institute a new celebration in
the place of a series of pagan rites
celebrating Lupercalia which had
fallen by the wayside in the rise of
Christianity:
Thus Galasius named February 14th
• as a day to pay,homage to a Bishop

named Valentine who had been
executed 200 years before on the site of
one of the major altars for the
Lupercalia festival.
Historians don't agree on which
Bishop'named Valentine was the one
after whom the day had been named.
There were at least two St. Valentines,
but the one buried in the church of St.
Praxeda in Rome, is generally considered the actual St. Valentine.
Even the Italians don't agree on
which of the saints from whom the day
is named.
People in a small village in Italy's Po
River Valley, Busselengo, contends
that the actual St.-Valentine was born in
their town and was executed for performing, marriages a,gainst decrees
from Rome. His remainsiare buried in
the Chiesa de St. Valentine near the
town square.
P
And in Busselengn, the Valentine
celebration is a major attraction, with
an international carnival and the
highlight of the festivities • bein/
t a
chase, the boys chasing. the g rls
through the narrow, winding stree of
the town.
,
a
.In other eultures, Valentine's day has
been recogdized much'the same as it
ha& been set .up by Galasius of Rome

with the exchanging of endearment,. by
young and old in token of true love.
In Belgium, it -was once said that a
young girl's true love would be the first
boy she saw on Valentine:6 day. And in
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" Ophelia.
declares, "Good morning! 'Tis St.
Valentine's Day. All the morning
betime. And I a maid at your window.
To be your Valentine!"
So!,Literature has had its volume of
Valentine phrases, poems and,the like,
with the first rhyming Valentine being
credited to the Duke of Orleans who
penned it from his prison cell in
AginCourt.
With Valentine's day such a
recognized celebration, it is no wondor
that businesses in Murray. dS
elsewhere feel a considerable) impa;
each year when it rolls around.
The variety of cards, candies, to s
and flowers given for Valentine's Da is
astounding. And one man reported. in
that one day he could expect his almost
$5000 Inven ry of candies to be sold.
One dru
store manager, Dan
Edwards- sthted that Valentine's Da:,
was "even better than Easter and
Thanksgiving" in terms of the volume
of Valentine goods the buyers woul I
buy. He estimated that he sells "about

99 per cent" each year. He noted that
the majority of the sales would come in
the last two days before Valentine's
day. While his shelves had been stocked
in mid-January, the Valentine gifts
were still on the shelves, waiting the
last hour traffic and those,,'
- 4Iaat minute
shoppers."
Other businesses do equilly well on
Valentine's day.
Florists, for example.say Valentine's
day is the best "one" day for sales that
could have. One Murray florist, Mrs.
Juanita Lynn stated, "As a single day,
it is the best day in the year." She explained that Mother's day was actually
spread over a week, as was Easter, but
that Valentine flower buyers wanted
their arrangements that ','one" 'day.
And she said, -Most of (mi. Valentine
buyers are the young college-age
guys," with the concentration for\
Valentine's day being on roses,
especially red roses, with red carnations running a close second.
Whether he intended it to be so or not,
Pope Galasius started something.
Spread from Ririe, tlitougheut Europe
and the United States'i Valentine's Day
in America and MurraSr- holds to the
MORE VALENTINES—These Valentines are indications
tradition begun that day .in 496 A. D.,
that sometimes the',
can
be permanent and perenial as Valentine's Day itself.
the first Valentine's day, but definhily
not the last.
(Stditt Photo'by Pete VY yro)
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DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that is positively driving
me up the wall. Our 7-year-old son still wets the bed—every
night!
We've tried everything, including taking him to several
doctors. They all say there is nothing physically wrong with
him.
I am sick and tired of washing sheets and pajamas every
day. Please tell me how to handle this.
READY TO.GIVE UP
DEAR- READY:-You say you've trite! "everything." If

you haviettl- tried- the "Wee Alert Buzzer" ISeirs cat-

alogue), please do. If that doesn't work, continue to wash
the sheets and pajamas every day and say nothing.
Now I'll tell you what NOT to do: DON'T tell your son
that he could quit if he really wanted to—that he's just toe
'
49fazy to get up and go to the bathroom; that he's a "baby";
that you're ashamed of him, and he is driving you up the
wall.
Resign yourself to the fact that you are only one of about
20 million American mothers with the same problem, and
although it's not pleasant, there are worse fates.
If there were no bedwetters in your family, there probably were on your husband's side because bedwetting is
usually hereditary. And be sure to tell your son that, too. It
will make him feel less guilty.
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to a wonderful fellow. He is
kind, considerate and polite. He is almost perfect. Ours is
a long-distance romance, as he /ravels, but when we get
together with other people. I find he has one fault that is
very irritating.
He likes to do more than his share of the talking. With me
alone, this is not true. I am a rather quiet person and seeing
him dominate every conversation in public irritates me.
S,hould I mention this to him, or let it go? I am afraid-that
after we marry, this may be a sore spot with us.
IRRITATED
DEAR IRRITATED: Yes, tell him in as kind a way as
you can. Not in criticism, but in "love." If you let it go, the
irritation will grow, and the first-time he leaves the-cap off
the toothpaste you're apt to clout him with a skillet.

MiArri.i.

Your litdividual ,g7"
Horoscope
LI)
Frances Drake

77—

Satursigy, February 12
Tractor pull will continue at
Livestock and Exposition
Center at seven p.m.
Third night of Campus
Lights will open at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Don't Bully
Bedwetting Son

41:1Z

I lir

LrilKirr ,
1
I amt.

Monday, February 14
Lunch will be served at noon
at the North Second Street
Center for senior citizens with
Valentine's Day activities to
follow.

Blood
River
Baptist
Winter Olympics, sponsored Association WMU will meet at
by MSU and Murray Jaycees, the Hazel Baptist Church at
will be from eight A.M. to ten a. m.Each one is to bring a
three p.m. in the MSU sack lunch.
Fieldhouse.
Sigma Department, Murray
Valentine Banquet of Woman's Club, will have a
Gamma -Gamma Chapter of sweetheart dinner at the
Beta Sigma Phi Will be held at Holiday Inn at six p. m.
KenBar Inn at seven p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Young Married Class of Methodist Church Women will
Poplar Spring Baptist Church meet at the church at one p.
will have a pottuck-suppei at tn.
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Stars
and
Stripes
Connie Morgan a!46:30 p. m.
Homemakers Club will have a
Captain Wendell Oury potluck supper at the ExChapter of the DAR will have tenpon Office, 209 Maple
its Good Citizens luncheon at Street, at seven F. m.
the Murray Woman's Club
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
House at twelve noon.
First Presbyterian Church,
In observance of Black Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
_ History Week at MSU a free p. m.
chili supper will be served
from two to six p.m. at the
Tuesday, February 15
UCM building. Play, "Black,"
Dexter Senior Citizens will
will be by Plymouth Inner City meet at the Dexter Center at
Players at 7:30 p.m. in Student 9:30 a.m.
Center auditorium, followed
by a dance at the UCM
Music Department, Murray
building.
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner for members and
Sunday, February 13
Junior piano recital by guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club
Kathryn Crow, Kennett, Mo., house.
will be at two p. m. in the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
Independence
United at seven p.m.
Methodist Church will have a
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
potluck suppeg at six p. m.
followed by a program on Shepherd United Methodist
slides of the church work in Church ,rill meet at the
church at 1;30 p.m.
1976.
First
Women
of
Presbyterian Church will
have a general meeting at the
church at 7:30 p. m.

Celebration Planned

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 13,1177
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nt,etc
Some opposition possible now,
the stars say, read the forecast
but your keenness and sense of
given for your birth Sign.
humor will help you win more
irk:At points than would force or
ARM
obstinacy.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Much competition indicated. SAGITTARIUS
Don't wait too long before (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Remain your inborn optaking due action but neither
forge ahead impulsively.
, timistic self as you wade
through weighty matters,
TAURUS
complicated issues or just plain
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
puzzling tasks. Time is very much on
recent
Some
situations and trends begin to your side right now.
clarify, so it will be easier for CAPRICORN
you to plan ahead along lines (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
which are not only pleasing, but
A once-distant goal now
beneficial.
seems to be within reach. Press
GEMINI
on and don't let others
(May 22 to June 21)
discourage you.
Curb your natural inclination AQUARIUS
unconventionality. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
_ toward
Indiscretion now could lead to
Unexpected interruptions
--trouble-tater.
may slow yorrdown a-bitInt if
CANCER
you coordinate as you should,
(June 22 to July 23) ee) you will find the means to
Stellar influences favor straighten out everything
marital happiness, business satisfactorily.
partnerships, dealings with the PISCES
opposite sex generally. Should (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
be an all-around pleasant day.
Keep your eye on the ball and
LEO
your stock will soar. A
(July 24 to Aug. 23) sa
"meeting of minds" could
You may run into snags Or produce some revelations,
obstacles, but you can handle startling new ideas which could
them. Think over similar ex- eventually prove profitable.
periences - of the past — and
profit by them.
YOU BORN TODAY are
MR. AND MRS.WILLLS F.PRITCHETT of Almo Route One
VIRGO
endowed with a fine mind, great
will observe their 25th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W°411 imagination and boundless
February 20. The couple was married on February 19, 1952, in
Don't let yourself be in- ambition. Your stamina and
fluenced by first thoughts, first ability to bounce back after
Corinth, Miss., with their attendants being the late Billy L
impressions. You could be setbacks are outstanding, so
Pritchett and Inez Pritchett Andrus.
mistaken about motivations, obstacles rarely dismay you.
Mrs. Pritchett, the former Cora M. Puckett, is the daughter
indications, your own ideas. You are adept at using new
of the late Curtis and Ola Puckett of Marshall County. Mr.
Give all the benefit of the doubt. gadgets, methods; are inPritchett is the son of the late Wavel Pritchett and Fairy PritLIBRA
ventive,foresighted and always
chett of Calloway County. They are members of the Dexter
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI ready to make changes that
You can expect a pleasant mean improvement. You could
Church of Christ.
day, with associates radiating excel in music, art, literature,
Their children are Roger W. Pritchett of Dexter, Anthony
good will and congeniality. statesmanship or as a conPritchett of Columbus, Ohio, and Kevin Pritchett of Almo
Stars especially favor travel fidential secretary. Birthdate
Route One.
and communications with in- of: Duke de TalleyrandAn open house in celebration of their anniversary will be
teresting persons.
Perigord, French diplomat.
held Sunday, February 20, from two to four p. m. at their
home. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

kortiV,

ad,

X

Mrs. Inez Goodman Has
Display At The Library

The paintings of Mrs. Inez
Goodman are now being
shown at the Calloway County
DEAR ABBY: My hasband and I were both born in Germany. Our two children were born in the States. I think'our
Public Library. They will be
children should be taught to speak the language of our naon display through the month
tive country, but my husband does not agree with me.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Ellis:Center will be open of February.
Last summer I took the _children to_ Hamburg to visit. First United
Methodist from ten.a.to:to three p.m.for _
Mrs.Goodman,a self taught
their grand-parents, and they learned to speak a little in my Church will meet at two p.m. Senior
with
Citizens
native longue. When we returned home my husband was in the Senior Youth Room of
Depurtmeat To
decorafien vrbrkshop at 10:30
furious. He refused to speak to the children in anything ex- the
church. Note change in a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
cept English. He says,"We are Americans and should
Dinner.
Program
Hare
speak
band practice at one p.m.
only the language of our country, and I don't want to hear meeting date.
The Music Department of
any other language spoken in this house!"
the Murray Woman's Club will
My husband's attitude puzzles me. Is he wrong, or am I?
Monday, February 14 North Pleasant Grove - Betty Sledd Mission Group have a special dinner meeting
MILWAUKEE MRS.
Cumberland Presbyterian of Memorial Baptist Church on Tuesday, February 15, at
DEAR MRS.: I think your husband is wrong. The more
Church Women will meet at will meet with Connie White at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
languages a person knows the better educated he is.
This will be for members•and
the home .of Virginia Jones, seven p.m.
their guests or husbands.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal Oaks Estates, at seven p.m.
Special entertainment will
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Recital by Heng Bannon,
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Euzelian Sunday School tenor and associate professor be presented by Miss Jane
Class of First Baptist Church in the Department of Music, Wager, daughter of Mr. and
will have a supper at the will be at 8:15 p.m. in the Mrs. Jack Wager of Murray
Fellowship Hall of the church Farrell Recital Hall, Price and who operates her own
dance studio at Camden,
at six p.m.
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Tenn. She is the present Miss
Murray State University. Miss
So. 4th
753-4320
Wagar will . perform ballet
,
routines for the program.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Charles Moffett, Sam Knight,
7
RI
A. C. LaFollette, C. C. Lowry,
Gil Mathis, Dan Miller, Carl
Mowery, Vernon Nance, and
Frances Drake
Hugh Noffsinger.
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 14, 1977
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast
You may feel disturbed by a
given for your birth Sign.
certain situation, but do not
NOW AT HOME
become discouraged. Examine,
ARIES
Mrs. .Clara Stubblefield of
contemplate, but press on —
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gror4 with confidence.
Almo is now recuperating at
Curb inclinations toward SAGITTARIUS
her home after having been
extravagance. If you overspend (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)dismissed Thursday from the
on credit or impulse buying
Jupiter auspicious. Be obnow, you'll regret it later.
serving, mindful of future Western Baptist Hospital,
TAURUS
needs. Especially favored: Paducah.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiicii? those engaged in finance,
, , An inspiring day for romance manufacturing, the legal
and creative activities. In the profession:latter connection, an avocation CAPRICORN
may
prove
to
have ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 V
remunerative value.
Fine gains for like efforts.
GEMINI
However, be on the lookout for
(May 22 to June 21)
"gimmicks" which could trip
A vital period. Most en- you, persons who would undeavors should prosper, but dermine your confidence by
think before you speak or act. belittling your efforts.
And do avoid extremes. There is. AQUARIUS
s
a trend now to the unusual, even (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
_•
the bizarre.
Stellar aspects now warn
uiia
CANCER
against misleading influences,
Henry W. Block
(June 72 to July 23) 00 deceit and dubious schemes. Be
Its Alwiivs vow] psyctallc,;-.
Employ the techniques used alert, and counteract with your to :tsk your
-How can this
successfully in prior efforts but innate integrity and good
cl,,pc betierl' That ‘'‘.1.:
do not hesitate to update plans judgment.
you'll ma .mly
and vitalize your approach. In PISCES
whatever you're working
personal affairs, try to be more (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
but you'll lu- improving your
tactful than usual.
Several chances to do better self as well. And its never to,,
LEO
late to begin. At the age of 92.
than usual. Take advantage
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412'kck all worthwhile opportunities. of
A Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
Solar influences favorable. good period in which to try out
Plati? III improve hismind.
You should be able to put over new ideas, methods.
new ideas successfully. Handle
When we prepare your return, we stand
assignments with confidence.
YOU BORN TODAY are
MISS YOUR PAPER?
behind our work. So if the IRS should call
Capitalize on your many extremely versatile, ambitious
Sabscribacs
wire have, set
talents.
nd conscientious; can combine
you in, H&R Block wirgo along with you
received time home-delivered
VIRGO
he
artistic
with
the
practical.
at no extra charge. Not as your legtil
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
copy of roe Money Ledger &
Though highly adaptable, you
,representative, but to answer any
A day in which you can allow are, nevertheless, definitely
Times by 330 p. m. lideveloyyour lively imagination free individualistic in all your ideaS
questions about how your taxes were
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. en Sow.
rein. New,ideas, generated by ancractions; are imaginative
prepared.
days ere wrged to ce0 733-1916
One MercuIy influences, can be .and inventive ana, because you
Immensely \ beneficial.
Weems 3:30 p. m. mod 6p. m.,
are most meticulous ci handling
LIBRA
Meethry•Fridey, or 3:30 p. me. '
details, could excel in any craft,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
art or science you choose. Avoid
mod 4p. m. Setredays to Moms
If extra responsibilities are a tendency toward garrulous&giver, of Me sewspeper. Cols
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
thrust upon you, accept gladly ness, inclinations to talk out of
meet be pieced by bp. en. wooerthose which you can reasonably turn. Birthdate • of: , John
flays •• 4 p. m. S6tvrdeys to
handle, but draw the line if Ban-yrnore; famed dramatic
anyone trial to take advantage actor; Jack Benny, noted radio
rooroote• delivery.
OFFICE HOUR:. 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays 9 AM to 5 PM Sat
of your good rture.
and TV entertainer.
•
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

Variety In Entortalainerd
frAnl

Ilore Wei
•.•

•17007 Of •SOY •6101.1111,..g:
IPA. MAW"

artist, paints mostly in oils_
and her works include folk
paintings and still-lifes. Titles
of some of her art work are
"T-Model,""Brandon's Mill,"
"Dad
and
Goodman's
Violin." She has one-still-rife
print available for $2.00 each.
The artist lives near Murray
and is a member of the
Murray Art Guild.
"The public is invited to
come by the librarky to see this
display," a library spokesman
said.
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Gene & Jo's Flowers

Your Individual
Horoscope
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"If the IRS
calls you in,
we'll go
with you. No extra
charge."
Reason No. 5 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.

wpkii

H&R BLOCK

903 Arcadia St. 753-9204
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Everything seems frozen still,during the coldest days

of winter . . .'except your electric meter. Its disc turns
faster because your electric heating system is fighting the
cold, working harder to keep you warm. Also you're probably staying at home more, cooking.rmore hot meals, and
using more hot water. You may be using ,two of_ three
times as much electricity as you did during warmer
-months..
So when you run slikviLng out to your mailbox in the
dead of winter, expect-a bigger electric bill . .. because
you've used more kilowatthours.

( 11

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
•

May-Maytield

•IY

•
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10 Years Ago Today

Today In History
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By The-Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb. 12, the 43rd
day of 1977. There are 322 days left in
• he year.
Today's highlightin history:
On this date in 1809, Abraham Lincoln
was born in what was then Hardin
County,Ky. •
On this date:
In 1554, Lady Jane Grey, who had
been Queen of England for 10 days, was
beheaded after being charged with
treason.
In 1733, English colonists led by
James Oglethorpe landed at Savannah,
Ga.
In 1870, all women in the Utah
Territory were granted full suffrage.
In 1912, China became a republic as
the Manchu Dynasty was overthrown
bT Dr. Sun Yat-sen.
In 1914, ground was broken for the
'Lincoln Memorial in Washington.
In 1971, eight U.S. helicopters were
shot down on missions over Laos.
_
ten years ago: Soviet Premier Alexei
Kosygin ended a visit to London in a
search for a formula for peace in
Vietnam.
Five years ago: Great Britain faced a
grave crisis because of a -coal miners'
strike.
One year ago: The head of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse said
that alcohol and tobacco were greater
health problems than marijuana.
Today's birthdays: General Omar
Bradley is 84. Actor Lorne Greene is 62.
Alice Roosevelt Longworth is 93.

Bids for grade, drain, and bituminous
surfacing on the Kentucky 121-U. S. 841
connector road in Calloway County will
be received by the Kentucky Highway
Department on Ma4,10. .
•

Thought for today: If qualities have
odors, the odor of courage is the smell
of smoked leather or the smell of the
sea.--Ernest Hemingway.

Isn't It The Truth
The relatively few who are successful
in politics a're .at first astonished to
learn how easy it is to master the formula that gets them there: play along
with the.voters before election and to
hell with them afterwards.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray,Ky.,42071. - Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,Ky.42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin; Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.. and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32'.50
per year.
Member of-Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.

Second semester enrollment at
Murray State University is listed as
6,059, a new record for a spring term
and the second largest tetal in the
history of the .school, according to
Registrar Wilson Gantt.
Dr. Harry Whayne, chairman of the
Murray Planning and Zoning- Commission, will speak at the meeting ef

the Murray-Calloway County Builders
Association at the Holiday Inn on
February 13.
Class favorites named at Calloway
County High School are Pam Cooper
and Danny Chapman, freshreen; Gail
Furches and Danny Ross, sophomores;
Jennifer Erwin and Buddy Bybee,
Juniors; Lea Anne Lampe and William
Ross, seniors.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hal Blalock
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Betsey Ann, to Jay Michael Bucy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Bucy.

30 Years Ago This Week
Lee Ross Melugin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Noel Melugin, has received an
appointment as Cadet Midshipman in
the Merchant Marine Corps.
Deaths reported this week include
Johnny Albert Farrell, one day old,
--Saundra Washer,.age--4‘r months, and
G. W. McClure, age 76.
Dr. Orvis C. Wells, Murray optometrist, was elected to membership
in the Beta Sigma Kappa, international
honorary fraternity of the profession of
optometry with headquarters in
Chicago,Ill.
Rev. Leslie Gilbert of Fulton has been
named as pastor of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
I

Huron Redden and Ernest Underwood were Calloway County winners of

the local corn raising contest.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Underwood observed their golden wedding anniversary on January 19, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Nanny observed their 50th
anniversary on February 9.
Marriages • announced thlt Week
include Ruth Lovett to Charlie L.
Lassiter on February 8.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kletka on
February 11, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Scott on February 11,a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes on F,ebruary
10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Grogan
on February 10, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Norville Cole on February 7, a boy to.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kemp on
February 12, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Barnett on February 4.

go

Years Ago Today

Max Parker and Woody Herndon
were presented their Eagle Scout
badges they had earned in Boy Scouting
in the Court of Honor held last night.
Scoutmaster Cleo Sykes- Made the
presentation.
New officers of the Calloway County
Heart Association are Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, Ed Settle, Kathleen Patteraon, and Mrs.Hugh L. Houston.
Births reported include a girl,
Angela, to Mr. And Mrs. John A.
Warner on February 12, and a boy,
James Mack, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Nolan Harris on February 1.
In high school basketball games the
Murray Training School Colts beat

What
comes
from
Kentucky, is ideally
wautiful to look at and nice
.o hold and is made by hand
'rom scratch? The answer,
A course, is a Kentucky
land-made craft. And the
3est plate to shop Icir
Kentucky-made crafts is in
Kentneky's State Parks.

business all over the
country,and Kentucky, one
of the few states with an
established craft image,
boasts one of the nation'smost successful crafts
industries. In fait, according to Gar,' Barker,
Executive Director of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen, "KenCrafts are a booming tucky's craft reputation in

the nation cannot be over- tourists in to the Comemphasized. In some cases monwealth's
natural
Kentucky craftsmen .are resources, and our crafts
even,
in- can be considered one of
known
ternationally.
the most beautiful of those
resources. We are trying
According to Parks to include more KentuckyCOmmissioner
Bruce made items in the -parks
Montgomery,- one of the gift shops, and this is one
goals of the Kentucky step toward that goal,"
Department of Parks is to said
Commissioner
tune Kentuckians and Isiontgomery.

SmaiF Business Administration counceling service available
A Small Business Administration
Loan
-epresentative will be
ivailable in Paducah, at
City Hall (second floor),
Commissioner's Cham3ers, from 9:00 a.m. til
12:00 -noon, Thursday,
February 17, 1977 to
liscuss financial and
management
assistance
ivailable
to
small
ousinessmen.,
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce
or eliminate the need for
area businessmen to travel
to Louisville for the
agency's services.

Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are
asked - to bring with them
current profit and loss
statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year.

Persons not presently in
SBA provides counseling
business, but seeking 10oervice through the Service
financial help to start Corps
of
Retired
should bring a current Executives SCORE on
personal financial the first Thursday of each
statement. Phone f 502 442- month at the above
7561.
location.

Chiropractic center adds new doctor
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker.
director of the Murray
Chiropractic Center is
pleased to announce the
association at the Center of
Dr. Ronald L. Wuest,
formerly of Elkton. Kentucky in the practice of
Chiropractic.

Dr. Wuest, a 1968
graduate
of
Palmer
College of Chiropractic
practiced in Elkton from
1969 through 1976 before
moving to Murray in October of last year. He has

Shelton, King Honored

The Businessman's Printer

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES
Charles W. Olree, Owner

Phone 753-5397

102 North 4th

been in practice at 115 S.
13th Street since then. He
currently resides at 507 S.
13th Street with his wife
Lynn and their three
children.

William Shelton of
United Home Furnishings
in Paducah has received
the "Dealer of the Year"
award of the Kentucky
Home Furnishings
Representatives Association.

David King, Integon
General Agent, has been
honored as Agent of the
Month for production
placed during December,
1976. He placed first
leading an experienced
field force of over 600 men.
This production gave him
over 1 million of volume in
sales during the calendar
year.

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
Office • Studio

WILSON
WOOLLEY
ph,“4.grarther

BANKING
IS EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS
'

753-7360

Damages to homes, contents, stores,
livestock, farm buildings, fences,
implements, crops, public buildings,
and property including roads, streets,
bridges,, and culverts outside .of incorporated cities in Calloway County
from the flood waters of the Tennessee,
Blood, and clerks Rivers have been
estimated at $728,500, 'according to
figures compiled by Judge T. R. Jones.
Deaths reported this week include
Joe Ryan.J. N. Ragsdale. Joe L Dunn.
Mrs. Mollie Stubblefield, Mrs. Wayne
Key, Mrs.'Iva Clark, Mrs. Minnie
Parks, Mrs. Doxie Lee Washam, Oscar
Adams, Mrs. Opal Garland, Mrs. Ella
Alexander, and Estell Peeler, infant
girl.
Foreman Graham has been elected

Insurance Agenc

_
PROVIDING MURRAY'S f JOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND SUSINESS
INSURANCE.SiRVICE

Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

by Bill Boyd

Edited by
FRANK GONZALES

Paducah Seeking State Tourist, Convention Dollars

jwin oCcrtes
C

rURDOM &

Bank of Murray

Collecting as a hobby
has been profitable for
some people However,
as an in est,rnent,
collecting
means
for
apwaiting
preciation, without interest on principal nor
other income of asly
kind. '

Invest your savings with us where ifiteiest
starts at once afid safety is guaranteed.

PEOPLES/BANK
11WWWAY("t

Enrollment at Murray State
Teachers College is now reported as 723
students for the spring semester, according to President James H. Richmond.
_ .
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lawrence, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Covington
on February 6, and a girl to Mr. and
Mss. W. W. Wilson on February 8.
Wade Crawford and J. Robert);(5ii
have sold their corn at $1.60 per bushel.

Burger Queen announce promotions

SANK NOTES

The Murray

- --

fat Reform Act-It Could Ailed You

.

AR TYPES OF BUSINESS :NSURE WITH

as mayor of Murray to fill the unexpired term of W. S. Swann who died
recently.
J. M. Imes of Almo has been elected
president. of the Murray Whatesate
Grocery Company.

Three areas of Kentucky state by attracting new
Paducah's group, headed
trying to capitalize on the monies."
by William H. Cownie..
tourist and convention
discussed plans for a
dollar are seeking state
"It is important that we convention complex along
government help in raising -consider these requests the Ohio River to include a
funds for convention center arid properly distribute this convention. center; motel
faCilities.fund in order to get the and parking structure. The
The areas are Northern maximum benefit from the group is seeking $4.5
Kentucky, Paducah anti convention fund-dollar:'
1 ...million in state-funding
Ashland.
'the $9.1 million project.
Short added.
With so much consumer draft or "line-of-credit"
They are seeking porlegislation being passed, checking accounts and
tions of the $7.5 million
-it's increasingly difficult credit card finance charges Convention
Center
for the average American are also deductible.
Development Fund set up
to keep up-to-date with
in the executive budget by
- -efferent----nights- -and - Don't To-fget-The- InG.Ov. Julian -m. C-arroTI to
Mr. Ron Myers, Vice Queen Enterprises in
responsibilities
-ter-est on your home help medium-size cities President of Operations for October, 1975 as Area
One taw you should check mortgate - it's usually
develop
convention Burger Queen Enterprises, Supervisor. A Vietnam
into quickly, though, is the your biggest interest facilities.
has
announced
the veteran, he previously
Tax Reform Act of 1976. deduction.
Representatives
from promotion.of Mr. Ted Wells worked with the Sandy's
From senior citizens to
If you withdrew funds these three areas recently to District Manager.
In his Hardee's chain as Unit
single working parents, front - a certificate of appeared
before
the' new position, Mr. Wells will Manager
and
Area
almost everyone is affected deposit before it reached Convention
Fund Advisory supervise forty-six 146 1 Supervisor
in one was or another. For maturity you lost interest ,Board
to make their hid for Burger, Queen._ units . in
•
example, alimony is how in the f°ern'of'a penalty for
portions of the fund.
Lexington, Nashville,
Mr. Wells IF Married.
deducted . from gross in- early withdrawal. That
The board -- headed by Knoxville and western with tvsn't21 children and
come, rather than being an amount is deductible from Development
Secretary Kentucky...
lives in Georgetown,
itemized deduction: The gross income.
William L. Short - took no
Kentucky. He is currently
retirement income 'credit
Mr. Myers, when asked working on an Associate
formal action on the
for the elderly has been
- Bank customers who requests, saying they to comment on the Degree in
Business Adbroadened Major child opened an "Individual would
_be__ taken under .promotion of
4444-144-S4F-ation---4reni---the--- —
care expenses for working retirement account" r IRA advisement
by the board. said "This is a part of our University of Kentucky,
couples or single parents during 1976 must file a
"We'll be looking at these 'Gearing-Up' program to and plans to graduate this
have now become a tax separate form No. 5329 to requests to see
where the meet our anticipated spring.
credit.
claim the deduction for the funds can be spent to the growth for 1977. We all feel
Business-related moving amount contributed.
greatest advantage of the confident that Ted will
cost deductions have been
Commonwealth," Short supply the supervision and
liberalized. On the other
- And of course, if you said. "Convention centers leadership needed to meet
hand,home
office peed additional copies of provide a stimulus to local our objectives."
deductions have been the more commonly used economies .and ultimately
tightened to the point of forms, they are available to the economy of the entire
Mr. Wells joined Burger
near
elimination. in many bank lobbies.
Depreciation and mainA few final tips. Start
tenance deductions for
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
vacation homes rented out saving and collecting your
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
during part of the year are dAuction and interest
income records for 1977
also mofe stringent.
The booklet mailed to now. If they are in one
VAN HAMMOCK
taxpayers along with their place next February, your
onindependentAye
tax return. forms_ contains job will be half done. To
- SERVID-FOR All
of
all of the ins and outs of the help keep track
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
contributions
new law and would be well charitable
314 East Main Street
worth studying before you and other- deductible exTHURMAN
Murray, Ky, 42071
start your computations for penditures, some banks
Insurance Agency
1976. Then, when you do now offer "tax-saver"
Phone 753-012
753-4451
begin, . give a second check registers with spaces
thought
. to your banking for deduction notations.
relationship, and And, finally, keep all
especial] the following cancelled checks for a
minimum of three years. In
items:
Interest earned on case of a dispute,..,you may
deposits mast be counted need them to verify any
deductions you claimed.
as income
- You may deduct . the
interest paid on a personal
bank loan from your gross
income if yni itemize your
deductions and - file _long
form, 1040
-- Int( r(--t paid on over-

Bob Balinglon visits with Clad Varghn of Vaughn's and limaphrey's limb* ad Air Conditiooing
ferent. Each business has its own unique requirements. We have the ability to design
programs to fit each individual business need. Kindly give us a call and let us show you
what we(an do for you and your business.

My house shall be called of all
nations the house of prayer. Mari.
11:17.
Do we regard the chuR h
did? And is it to us the plat e (
prayer that He intended it to he

We At The

301 Main, Murray

Alt types of business insure with The Murray Insurance Agency. Each business is dif-

Bible Thought

40 Years Ago This Week

Munay Business News Weft
Kentucky hand-made crafts-a booming business

Salem with Billy Rogers getting n
points for Murray Training,
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Searchers" starring John Wayne.
Jeffrey Hunter, Yera Miles, Ward
Bond,and Natalie Wood.

Member FDIC

01 Wins

offer our
For Your

Life
Health ,
Home
Car
Farm
Business
GET THE SHIED

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Congratulations
to
William Shelton
David King
Dr. Ronald L Wuest
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naturalist,
orIn talking with Joe White, artist,
the Bear Archery represen- nithologist, and violinist along
tative for this area, I found with a long list of other acthat the "new" Bear complishments, was a crackbroadheads may not be out on shot hunter. Audubon was
the market until next yeAr. responsible for painting the
These heads were in -the birds • of America life-sized.
research and development That included such birds from
stage last year and were the hummingbird to the
believed by many.to be on the California Condor., According
market for last season - but it to the February issue of
National
wasn't.
Geographic,
These new heads will Audubon began painting birds
feature the standard 5-degree he shot in_the field. In later
taper or converta-point - years Audubon ate what birds
adapters for fiberglass and he shot noting in his journal
aluminum arrow shafts. The that the taste of Grebes were
steel will be harder to hold an _!_!...extremely Fishy rancid
edge longer. In addition, the and fat." Can you imagine his
broadheads will not be-like the delight the day of October 17,
"rough machine-sharpened" 1820 when he wrote "4 Turkeys
blades now on the shelf. They I killed 2 at one shot."
will have smooth surgicalHe surely didn't eat all the
sharp edges, requiring vir- birds he used for his paintings.
tually no sharpening by the Audubon's life-sized paintings
ended up as The Birds of
bowhunter.
Jerry Rayburn at Murray America on pages each
Herne and Auto has ordered measuring 391
/
2 by 291
/
2 inches.
the new Blacktail Hunter bow There were 435 plates in all.
and the new Polar LTD bow.
Do you have a deer skin or
The Blacktail Hunter will
probably interest those who two in the freezer you plan to
are contemplating buying a tan or simply cure out some
cable bow.It will sell for much day? Why not ship them off
less than a big bill The Polar and have them made into a
LTD has been beefed up and garment you can wear. You
will be adjustable from 40 to 65 can obtain a free catalog from
pounds. The riser has been Mid-Western Sports Togs,
changed and camoflauged Berlin, Wisconsin 54923 that.
somewhat and looks more like tells you how to prepare your
a hunting bow than it has in hides for shipping. The
the past.
catalog shows a list of items
you can have made including
John James Audubon, noted hats, vests, gloves, moc-

10 ga.Shell Offers More Pellets
A new 10-guage plastic shot pellet-protection that results
shell containing a quarter- in denser, more effective
ounce more pellets than any patterns at greater distances.
other shot shell now marketed
Intensive testing of the 2k4-offer-ed-ib--19.27 ty-the- °Imre
lead-• Winchester-Western Division by Winchester - Western
of Olin Corporation.
ballisticians produced patJoining the line of Super-X terns of more than 80 per cent
Double X Magnum 'shot shells at 40 yards. The load's pellet
introduced in 12 gauge by energy at from 40 to 60 yards
Winchester-Western in 1968, averaged approximately 40
the 10 gauge is a 3L2-inch poly- per cent greater than that of a
formed plastic shell loaded conventional 10-gauge shot
with 214 ounces of No. 2 or shell without the Super-X
No. 4 lead shot. Like its 12- Double X features.
gauge predecessors, the new
Carrying a suggested retail
10-gauge Super-X Double X price of $15.60 per box of 25
Magnum has the exclusive shells, the 10-gauge Super-X
Winchester-Western com- Double X Magnum loads will
bination of the Mark_5_ plastic_ _be offer& in_both Winchester_
collar
and
granulated and Western brands. They will
polyethylene powder. These be available during the second
two features provide the quarter of 1977.

•
_
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call

am Holiday Travel, nc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky fake
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 94 East out of Murroffor 2 moles Turn right on 180
Follow 280 for 7 milotilysast Sonner's Grocery Take
blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right

Telephone 502-436-5483

cassins, etc. Either send a
card requesting the ctitalog or
call Mid-Western at area code
414-361-2555.
Turkey season is coming up
soon. If you haven't heard of
The National Wild Turkey
Federation now is the time for
you turkey hunters to consider
getting in with an organization
caliber. This
of this
organization is dedicated to
the wise conservation and
management of the American
wild turkey ,as a valuable
natural resource. Kentucky
has a state chapter which
usually meets in Cadiz, Ky.
Information
about
the
national
.organization can be
obtained by writing The
National
Wild
Turkey
Federation, P. 0. Box 467,
Edgefield, South Carolina
29824. While writing them why
not drop in a $10 check or
money order for membership
dues? Your membership
entitles you to a subscription
to the highly acclaimed
Turkey Cell magazine.
National membership gives
you free membership in the
state) chapter. Mork .in
formation on the state chapter
can be obtained by contacting
Calloway County's own Joe
Pat Futrell at 753-4505. Joe is
familiar with the workings of
the Federation and can help
you with any incidental
questions.

Spring Turkey Hunts
At Land Between The takes
GOLDEN POND, KY. — Tennessee,from 8 a. m.to 4:30
Spring turkey hunts in TVA's p. m. Monday, Tuesday,
land Between The-Lakes-will- Thoisday, and Friday, and
be held April 20 to 30, 1977, in - From 8 a. m. to 12 noon Wedboth Kentucky and Tennessee, nesday and Saturday; and at
accordiit
to
resource Crutcher's Grocery on Tenmanagement authorities at nessee Highway 49.
the 170,000-acre public outdoor
Authorities remind hunters
recreation area. Hunting will
that
if they wish to hunt in both
be allowed all day, instead of
states, they must obtain a
half-days as in the past.
Land Between The Lakes
Hunting is permitted in the permit for each state. One
entire Land _Between The turkey gobbler with visible
Lakes area except in the beard per state will be
Environmental Education allowed.
Center, campgrounds, lake
Permissible weapons inaccess areas, other public use clude shotguns, including_
areas, safety zones, and areas muzzle loaders, not larger
posted as closed such as the than 10 gauge nor smaller
High Adventure area, Camp than 20 gauge; only No. 2 or
Energy, and Brandon Spring smaller shot is permitted;
Group Camp.
longbows, including comHunters must have ap- ,pound bows, and arrows are
plicable state hunting licen- permitted if arrows are
se(s)for the state in which barbless with broadhead
they intend to hunt and a Land points at least 78 inch wide.
Between The, - Lakes turkey „Rifles, crossbows, and
hunting permit. Permits for sidearms are prohibited.
the hunt may be obtained free
Hunters are not to check in
of charge after March 1 at the or out for hunts, but turkeys
Information Office, Golden taken must be checked out and
Pond, Kentucky, from 7 a. m. must be tagged with area tags
to 5 p. M. weekdays and 9 a. m. provided at the check station
to 5 p. m. Saturdays and at no charge. The check
Sundays; at Center Station in stations will be located near
the Environmental Education the junction oilThe Trace
and
Center and North Information U. S. Highway 68, and at the
Station from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. North Information Station,
daily; at the County Court about one mile south of
Clerk's office in Dover, Barkley Canal.

No person may "bait" an
area with grain or any other
i.ubstance or material; -nor
may any person hunt at or
near any baited area.
Hunters are also asked to
observe
following
the
regulations:
— Place all litter in covered
garbage cans.
— A permit- will be cancelled if a hunter is found to be
careless with firearms or
found in violation of any of
these rules and regulations.
— Land Between The Lakes
permits are not transferrable.
— Target practice • is
prohibited . and firearms
transported in vehicles must
be unloaded.
— No species of wildlife
may be molested except those
authorized for the hunt.
Electronic
calls . are
prohibited; only mouth or
hand operated calls may be
used. Use of dogs is
prohibited.
— Hunters must not be
under the influence of drugs or
alcoholic beverages.
— Fires are permitted only
at designated camping areas,
or in emergencies, and must.
be attended at all times.
For additional information,
write or call TVA, Land
Between The lakes, Golden
Pond,KY 42231, telephone 502924-602.
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Outdoorsmen:

BoleirfortAK

900 Sycamore

LAW ENFORCEMENT
ATTENTION:11
COLD WEATHER AND
DIRECTOR RELEASED
SPORTSMEN'S CLUB
WILDIIFE
FROM HOSPITAL
SECRETARIES
Director Joe Brune of game
Director A. H. Henson of law
management is asking field
Sportsmen's
club
personnel to report any enforcement is now at home
secretaries are reminded to
after
surgery ,in December
weather-related wildlife
send as complete an address
mortalities to the division and is undergoing outpatient
as possible with each memoffice in Frankfort. Brum treatment. He wishes to thank
ber's name when they file
says the extremely cold everyone for the cards,
membership reports with the
weather isn't expected to have flowers, gifts, prayers, blood
any widespread effect on donated _and concern ex- League of Kentucky Sportsmen. The addresses are used
rabbit, deer or furbearers, but pressed during his hospital
it could affect quail and other stay. And weal! wish Hess a to mail members their bimonthly "Happy Hunting
non-migratory birds. Given speedy recovery.
Ground" magazines. With
this fall's below average mast
increasing frequency, the post
LAW ENFORCEMENT
crop, squirrels may be more
office has been unable to
MEETINGS HELD
susceptible than usual as well.
deliver partially addressed
The
district
supernine
Bruna cautions those wishing
magazines. To insure delivery
to put out feed for wildlife to visors met with division
be sure to -place it away from directors of the department in. of the magazine to every
member, the name, street
roadways and in areas of- Frankfort during January.
Later in the month district address, route number or post
fering
protection
from
meetings were held involving office box number, city, state
predators.
department's
the
con- and zip code all need to be
NEW GOOSE HARVEST
legibly printed or typed on the
servation
(COs).
officers
RECORD SET AT
membership form.
Firearms
training
not
was
• BALLARD AREA
• The cold weather didn't held due to the weather
QUAIL HATCHING TO
bother the goose hunting at the gondiitions.
BEGIN THIS MONTH
Ballard
Co.
Wildlife:0
CONSERVATION
Management Area, according
Ellis Carter, assistant
EDUCATION
to Manager Jim Moynahan.
superintendent at the Game
MEETING MODIFIED
Moynahan, for the second
annual
The
January Farm, report 550 quail eggs a
straight year, reports a record meeting of the Division of day are now being gathered in
goose harvest. This year's Conservation Education was the "quail under lights"
harvest of 3,610 geese eclipsed cancelled because of weather- program and hatching is
the 1975-76 record of 3,000. related problems at Camp expected to begin February
Moynahan
says
goose Earl Wallace. Instead, camp 20. The first delivery of
populations remained high directors and assistant camp day-old chicks to sportsmen's
throughout the .season, at- directors met with the office clubs is slated for mid-March.
tributing this to the early staff in Frankfort. A camp This year, chick deliveries
arrival of birds from the north schedule was set subject to will begin in the eighth
and the large corn crop, v71lIeb -Utir modification depending &Arid,(Mil proceed through
made the area attractive to on how schools will be making the seventh, ninth, first,
geese during the bitter cold up days lost due to the second, fourth, third, fifth and
weather. Kentucky's goose weather. A teacher workshop sixth wildlife districts. Each
hunting
season
closed schedule for 1977 was year, over 90,000 day-old
January 20.
established, new slides for use chicks are distributed to
COMINGS AND GOINGS
in the camp program sportsmen's clubs for rearing
Besides the goose hunting presentation
school and stocking.
to
season, three other seasons children were distributed and
TROUT STOCKING
concluded in January. Duck material for National Wildlife
RESUMES
THIS MONTH
hunting ended January 16, Week was passed out.
with furbearers and rabbit
•
The first of .315,000 trout
hunting coming to an. end the
FISHING DIGESTS TO
'slated for stocking into last day of January. In
.
BE AVAILABLE
Kentucky streams, lakes and
February quail and grouse
THIS MONTH
tailwaters in 1977 will be
seasons conclude on the 28th.
The 1977 "Fishing Digest" is delivered later this month.
GAME MANAGEMENT
currently being printed and The f 'February • stocking
SEEKING QUAIL
should be in, the hands of schedule calls for 65,000 trout
CRAWS
department personnel and • to go to Laurel River Lake and
If the weather changes and county court clerks by .5,000 to Woods Creek Lake. A
EnTlete season quan-bunrulg February 10. The digest, a total of 31 streams, eight
takes
place,
game pocket-size rundown of basic tailwaters and 10 lakes will be
management
Assistant fishing regulations and size stocked. While the number of
Director Jim Durell is asking and creel limits of major fish • trout to be stocked is the same
hunters to forward quail species, reflects no major as in 1976, one stream
(Kincraws to him at the Frankfort changes over the 1976 edVion. niconick) was dropped
due to
office. Durell says the craws Any field personnel wishing to a lack of returns from it and
are used in .evaluating quail re-order should contact the two lakes (Bulah and Cannon
diets.
Division of Public Relations. Creek) were added.

,
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Construction of the vintage Kentucky University have
structures is now underway. joined together to form the
Most are being built frpm Upper South Consortium for
materials retained by VA Human Culture, which is also
from structures that existed, contributing to the project.
within the botinciaries of land
Ms. Winstead said at least
Between The Lakes when TV/4' three persons will be hired to
took over the area. Included in -operate". the -farm and
the structures' being re- homestead
as an • in- -created -are a one-room -log. lerpretatiVe living history
cabin, a "dog trot" house, two exhibit. They will be
stock barns, a tobacco barn, a augmented by student interns
Vorklhop, and such .sznaller - .selected far their interest_and .
histead of the 18,50s IS being many different aspects 'of buildings as corn cribs,
a study in pioneer history or
re-created
as
a
new farm and home life of the molasses shed, smoke house, architecture.
educational exhibit at TVA's period," Ms. Winstead added. and chickeneoops.
The farm is expected - to
Land Between The Lakes.
"Men will plow and tend
An extensive collection of open to the public in the fall of •
"Casual visitors and serious crops, and women will work in mid-19th century items will
be 1977. It will be the second
students alike will be able to the kitchens, cooking and ii:sed to stock the Living demonstration .farm at Land look into the region's past - to preserving food and per- History
Farm. These include, Between The Lakes. Empire,
learn more about its historical forming other chores. It will farming
implements, hand Farm haS been oPerated in the
settlement and to study its be as much like the 1850's as tools, blacksmith equipment, northern portion of Land
pioneer architectural patterns we can make it
horse and oxen harnesses,' Between The Lakes for a
and agricultural practices- at
The farm is being located on household furnishings, and' number of years as an
the 1850's Living History.
300-acre tract about a mile cooking utensils: ..
educational demonstration to
Farm exhibit - we are now s(4ith of the KentuckyMeticulous care is being emphasize the role and imbuilding," exptains Ann. Teznessee state line near the taken in planning and erecting portance of agriculture in
Winstead, who is in charge of 'old'. settlement' of Model, the buildings to make sure today's society. There,
the project.
Tennessee.'It will be in the Y- they duplicate those found in youngsters can see and touch
.:
- 1:14,stor-y - - m- shaped--Prier--Va-lley, on of - the area lit -thu- -gars. Dr.
wes -Tann anuui,itS au
terpretation programs at the the earliest valleys to be Charles Ogilvie, a---history learn how sonic of their basic
farm will help bring to life settled in the area.
professor at the University of foods are produced. However,
Tennessee at Martin, is it is based • ,upon-present-day-'
as.sisting TVA in the historical agriculture, in contrast to the
development. In addition, UT- 1850's Living History Farm.'
Martin, Middle Tennessee
TVA TODAY
State University, Murray
State University and Western

"Living History Farm"

Boy/hunter's Bill

At Land Between The Lakes
By hay Wax Dow
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What is, a house? Well,
essentially, it has four walls
which hold up a roof and the
roof keeps the snow off or. rain
or whatever. Oft•ourse certain
amenities must be added to
make the house more liveable
but for all intents and purposes a house has four walls
with a roof.
Now a house isn't a home
until it has someone or a group
of somebodies to protect.
Without people a house is
merely the aforementioned
walls and roof. Add people and
the house becomes a living,
warm thing spreading its
arms to encircle and protect
its people.
A house without purpose is
just that; a- houte. While a
house can't walk or breathe it
comes alive when it is put to
its first purpose. When it is put
to other uses and has no people
it is just there; waiting.
We know of a group of
people who have wanted a
home for a good long time.
There is also an old house that
has been in need of a family
for an even longer period of _
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The Action In The
Bow And Arrow Sport
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time. Now they are about to be owner's offer.
brought together.
The first workday has been
The
Jenny
Ridge scheduled for this coming
Bowhunters Society has made Saturday. There is a great
an effort during the past year deal of work to be done on the
to find a suitable property for
.old house and the grounds, a
a meeting place and range. It range must be built and the
seems as though a certain other one thousand and one
member knew of a property items that are involved in a
that fitted the needs of the club project like this will have to be
and was available for the dealt with.
club's use.
Committees have been
Some of the members of the formed to carry out work in
club went to took over the several areas. Most of the
property with leave to come initial work will involve imback and report to the club at proving the access road and
large. The findings were making the house "liveable"
astounding!
for the new "family."
Not only was the property
An old vacant house is
located in prime deer hunting waiting out there-in the county
country only a short drive for the group of eager young
from Murray but it had a men who will be coming on
house on it and the house could Saturday to make it a home.
be renovated to become the What was a dream for these
clubhouse. .While not being young men is about to become
used for its prime purpose the a reality and a long wait for
house, having been vacant for purpose has come to an end.
ten years, is very close to
Reach out old house your
having a family again. It is family is coming home.
about to be a home once more.
Thursday night, in a special
Good Luck and Good
called meeting, the club voted Bowhunting!
to go ahead and accept the

Here is a plus bow and
arrow sport that is, action
loaded. A sport that practically guarantees thrills
galore. Bowfishing is inexpensive to get started in and
available in almost every
section of the country. Buffalo, dogfish, suckers, carp
and gar in the fresh waters
and skater, sting ray, and
barracuda in the salt water
areas.
This sport will keep you
outside when you want to be
outside — spring, summer and
early fall — six months or
more of fun and action.
• Good bowfishing areas are
usually only a short distance
away and within easy driving
distance. Shallow water
sloughs, areas below dams,
and along the edges of lakes
and streams all often offer
good bowfishing.
The best time of the year is
in the spring during spawning
season when the rough fish
come up into shallow water.
This usually falls some time in
May.
Another good period is about
the same time when the cotton
seed Li' falling from the cottonwood trees. Carp and
suckers will come up to the
surface to eat these tiny seeds
and offer any easy target.
Practice not only will pay
off with more hits, it's fun in
itself. Locate a bank with
about a 30 deg. incline. Place
your matt at the bottomn of the
bank. Take the barb out of the
arrow, attach line to arrow

and practice as usual. You will inflict after being hit. The
find that the arrow shoots to. aluminum shafts are smaller
the left and of course lower in diameter and penetrate
than a target arrow. Most much better than the larger
shots will be less than 10 yards glass shafts.
so your practice should be
The point has either one or
close. A 6"field face is agood two barbs to hold the fish after
size face for this practicing, a hit. Naturally, the two-barb
however a small piece of head holds better than the
paper 4"-or so across will also single barb berm:I-Li roCkY
work.
bottomed rivers use a blunt
In shallow water any weight style point as they will stand
down to 30 pounds will work up better if you miss the fish
fairly satisfactorily. For and hit a rock.
deeper shots a 45 pound bow or
Generally, the head is
more
will give
more removed to release the shaft
penetration. The heavier the from the fish. A few heads are
bow the deeper 'you can shoot made with reversible barbs.
and still penetrate the fish. This allows the arrow to be
The short 48" or 52" bow removed to release the shaft
works best out of a boat or from the fish. Another simple
canoe where the longer limbed arrow removable method is to
bow might hit the edge of the detach the line and pull the
boat.
arrow on thrdugh_ MI use this
Fish arrows, unlike hunting system one needs a simple
and target arrows, are not quick method of attaching and
made in various length's and detaching the line. We use an
are not spilled to the bow (that extra large hole in our shafts
is matched in stiffness for bow for this purpose. The nock on
and arrow weight). The fish the arrow can be pinched
arrow is generally longer than slightly so the arrow stays on
a hunting arrow so it sticks out the string during draw.
well beyond the bow. This
Because of refraction you
helps prevent the string from must aim below the fish. The
getting back of the reel in amount will depend upon the
cases where the string is depth and the angle. The
fastened to the nock — 31" is greater the depth and the less
the most common length.
the angle the more you must
Only two materials are aim low. A few shots will give
satisfactory for the arrow you a feel which soon becomes
shaft, solid glass and almost automatic. Nothing
aluminum. Both weigh about 3 helps the development of
oz. or about 3 times more than accuracy more than a home
a heavy broadhead arrow. archery range — and it is fun,
They are both strong and will too.
take the beating a fish will

When the Tennessee Valley
was being settled in the early
1130(Ps, a family usually would
move into an area,erect a oneroom cabin, clear fields, and
begin growing crops and
raising livestock. In 20 years
or so, a son would marry,
build a slightly larger "dog
trot" cabin nearby, and join
his father in continuing the
farming operation.
The two houses and several
outbuildings - one or more
barns, corn cribs, a cfficken
house, spring house, and
smoke house * made up the
farmstead.
This typical pioneer far-

By 'lamp Brooks
Just about all the folks who instructed pertaining to the
think they know everything event by Mark Paschall, the
get surprised. Even those of us trail boss. The idea was
who profess to being ignorant simple. There were several
for the most part can get signs placed at various places
fooled at times. And let me tell along the trail, each bearing
you there are some things different numbers. All one,had
up the
wdb
d
learned a • week or so- ago- krduring the big snow of 1977. numbers as they drove
One Sunday afternoon with through the trail and the one
snow all over the place, the with the right answer when
temperature on the Bank of they emerged at the far end
Murray "whatchamacallit" would be the winner.
Simple huh?
reading three on the one we
A fourteen legged beagle
understand, and ' nearly
everyone complaining about hound would have had trouble
how terrible it was, fourteen walking the trail due to lack of
four wheel -drive rigs traction. Driving the trail on
belonging to the members of all that snow and ice appeared
the Twin lakes Four Wheelers impossible but Mark insisted
gathered for their monthly that the Red Runt had
outing. It is true that sow,,,inpaged to do_ it.,..the day,.
Maier
concessions were made to the before • without
about problems. The contestants
Just
weather.
everybody had the tops in departed into the white
wilderness at three minute
place and the doors on.
The journey down the intervals.
_hlarktop trt the day's action
Oh there were_sign5 ,out
was pleasant although nobody there all right. Like one
complained with being hot. twenty feet high on the back
Arriving at the -Turkey Creek side of one of the two million
ORV area in the Land Bet- trees and one under the bank
ween the Lakes the group was of a creek, tied to an unusual'

Elephant Stew
Here's a recipe from the Phoenix
Arizona Jeep Club -newsletter. Try
it for your next potluck.
1 medium sized
elephant
salt and pepper
2 rabbits
1 tank orgiavy
Cut elephants into pieces. This will
take approximately three months,
so it is necessary to save the trunk
for storage of cut pieces. Add
brown gravy to cover elephant. Salt
and pepper to taste. Simmer over
fire at 275° for approximately 27
days or until tender.
This stew serves 3800 people. If
more expected, add the two rabbits. Add rabbits only if necessary,
as no one likes to find hare in his
stew.

Look Mal
No Toe!

cluster of roots. Fourteen of
them in all. • It was a memorable day.
The following true story was reported
For several reasons. Bob and
by a Pennsylvania Game Warden. At a
Sylvia Waldrop were there in
the newly acquired ''Tonka
field confab the warden noticed one oldToy," a Datsun pickup with
timer was resting the end of his gun
our ytlie-el live. I thin
barrel on thehis boot. Knowing
surprised everybody including
the gun was loaded, the warden made
Bob and Sylvia. It does go,
some comment that the practice was
even when the going is really
bad.
•
unsafe. "Nope," the old-timer replied.
Some winching was in order
"No danger at all." How so, the game
for a couple of rigs on certain
warden inquired. "There ain't no toe
hills almost straight up and a
in
that boot. I blew it off ten years ago
Chevrolet long bed truck
with this very same shotgu-n."
broke through the icy crust
back in there somewhere on a
dozer pile and fell clear in to
the doorhandles.
Some credit surely goes to
Nortk, calloway ..elementary
school' The Hooks girls were
the only ones of the day to add
up all the numbers and arrive
at the right answer. Either the
rest of the folks couldn't see or
ceddn't add. There were
Mitigating circumstances fur
sure.
A roaring fire lended itself
and
recreation
The Kentucky Department park
to the cooking of some hot
dogs although the picnic at- of Parks has been judged a management.
The f976 winners have been
mosphere was admittedly nationwide Gold Medal
restrairted somewhat by the Finalist in the 1976 National cited for programs which
Gold Medal Awards program exemplify creative leaderzero 'degree Weather.
diversified prograrn..
-All things considered it .Was sponsored annually b The...
ming,
sound financing, farSports
Foundation,
Inc.
very
enjoyable
afternoon for
a
everyone. If you happen to be • The announcement was, sighted land acquisition,
with other
one of those who say a four made by Parks Commissioner cooperation
federal, state and local
wheel drive rig that goes great Bruce Montgomery.
and
"The Gold Medal Awards agencies,
overall
in mud will be super on ice and
responsiveness to the needs
snow; why- don't you fettle recognize excellence_ in parks
along next time? Call it an and recreation administration and desires of the community.
in states and communities' "The real pleasing part16)
educational experience.
throughout
'the
United this award," Commissioner
When you happen to be
traveling uphill and notice an States," Montgomery said. Montgomery said, "is that for
has years the Kentucky parks
Kentucky
absence of forward motion "And
combined with an increasing distinguished itself for this top system has been recognized as
rate of rearward decline, even honor by having the finest a leader in the resort-type
though all four tires are state park system in the development and promotion
Now, the system is recognized
pawing frantically at ttsfr-- United States."
for
its recreational programs
The
Gold
Medal
Awards
mess. there %yd.' come a time
in your life when you may Program, initiated in 1966, is and Creativeness in its
wish to ask what happened. designed to focus national recreational programs "
When the little lady at your attention on communities of Judges for the program are
side gets done with her sudden all sizes for their outstanding nationally recogniied
habit of screaming maybe she accomplishments in the authorities in the field of parks
will tell you. It is to be hoped development of park and and recreation management
The Sports Foundation. Inc .
that,most of what she tells you recreation programs and
sports activities for their is a Yionprofit merntwrship
Will be educational.
citizens. This year an ad- organization founded tj
HAPPY FOUR WHEEL- ditional award was made to a stimulate interest and parstate park system for out- ticipation in sports and sportsING.
achievements in related activitie .
standing
•

State Parks Awarded
1976 Gold Medal By
The Sports Foundation
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Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
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Alusioin Kdofs By Meaty
from KavviNikls to KenWorths
Dan Gardner

Route 8

Murray, Ky. 753-5644

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business"

Fishing, Camping. and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Chemical Co.
Inc.

rli'llzEr
753-1933

Located W Railroad Avenue

•
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Outdoor Sportsman
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Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. 10:00 p. m.
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Murray's
()ualified Bear Arc her‘
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see

Tennis Department

Hwy. 641 So.

Uncle Jeff's

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Booting Accessiries
Guns A Ammo
-.....e
.
r thrf. 641 South

Mane 753-9491 •

Phone 753-8322

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchandise sold at discount reel
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Murray Home & Auto

Storey s
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WA114)& ELKINS
• 04

753 6779

408 N 4th

Speciel.zing on SerVICI.19 tires end 4-whee, drive vehocleS
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires in the
Jackson Purchase.

"Guns
New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson

•Gumbo
•Notionol

'Remington
•Mox. Troc
'Rocket 8. Col Chrome Wheels

We'll Trade For Any Gun

•
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Murray High Romps To
Easy Win Over Falcons
By MIKE BRANDON
"The second half? They just
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
completely dominated the
Devastating is a word which
tempo," Ray said.
is usually used to describe
-They killed us on the
disasters, like earthquakes
boards and the press really
and floods.
hurt us. We had some people
It can also be used in sports, out of position when we were
to describe things like a
working against the press and
fullcourt press and a defense.
we tried to lob some passes
And that's about as simple as across the court. But you can't
a way to say how Murray High
do that against Murray High.
rolled over host Hickman
With their quickness, they'll
County 64-46 Friday night.
ar you up," Ray said.
The fullcourt zone press
The string of points started
shocked Hickman County like
with just over six minutes left
an earthquake. And it brought
when senior jumping jack
about 4 flood of points, in fact. Lindsey Hudspeth scored on a
22 consecutive points at one
rebound basket to trim the
stretch as Murray turned a 31- Falcon lead to four at 31-27.
25 deficit into a 47-31 laugher.
Twice, the Falcons worked
-That'll just about beat you
by the press, but on their half
every time;" smiled Hickman
of the court, they could do
County coach Dale Ray„ who nothing on offense but pass the
didn't seem too upset by the
ball around.
loss.
The first half, that's about
"In the first half, we con- all the Falcons did, pass the
trolled the tempo of the game
ball around. But they did it to
pretty well."
control the tempo of the game.
True. For in the first' half, In the second half, they passed
Hickman County led all the it around because nobody
way and carried a 27-24 lead could get open for a shot
into the locker room at in- against the super-aggressive
termission.
Murray man-to-man defense.

"We stood around a lot in.
the first half, both on offense
and defense," Murray coach
Cary Miller said.
"That's what we talked
about at halftime. I told them
we had to have more
movement, both on offense
and defense."
They moved all right.
Senior guard Raymond
Siths moved in and made two
beautiful moves for buckets
and the Tigers knotted the
score at 31 apiece with 4:01
left in the third period.
Then senior guard Bill
McHugh began moving, off
the press. He stole the ball and
went in for an unmolested
layup to give the Tigers a 33-31.
lead. Then McHugh stole the
ball again and after missing a
free throw, he came flying
through the lane to block out
on the right side for Hudspeth
who tipped.once, tipped again
and the ball fell.in for a 35-31
lead.
Hudspeth's three-point play
at the 2:30 mark made it 38-31
then he hit on a rebound and

No Joy In Boston
YOU TAKE IT -Senior guard Raymond Sims goes flying through the air and dumps a pass off
the right baseline. Defending for the Falcons is Tony Workman (25) while Fronk Gilliam
(S21 watches the action.
toward

•

By The Associated Press
game and now faces an inThere was no joy in Boston definite unenforced absence.
(Stuff Photos by Mike Broodoe)
even though the Celtics had
The injury forced him to
won another game.
withdraw from Sunday's AllThe victory—a 119-111 Star game at Milwaukee and
triumph over the New York he was replaced on the
Knicks Friday night—was Eastern.Conference team by
tempered by an injury to All- Washington
guard Phil
Star center Dave Cowens.
Chenier.
Cowens, who had taken a
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
two-month leave of absence
'Los Angeles Lakers beat the
from the National Basketball
Denver Nuggets 117-109, the
Association teani earlier this
Atlanta Hawks surprised the
season, suffered a sacroiliac
Portland Trail Blazers 12l\108.
sprain in .his lower track
the Philadelphia 76ers downed
'during the first half of the
the Indiana Pacers 118-109, the
Seattle SuperSonics outlasted
the Golden State Warriors 114107 in overtime, the Kansas
City Kings whipped the
Washington Bullets 120-106,
the Detroit Pistons trimmed
the Cleveland Cavaliers 10194, the San Antonio Pacers
topped the Houston Rockets
By KEN RAPPOPOAT
iong-awaited meeting in Las of the year throughout the will play at No. 3 KentOckY; 107-104, the Buffalo Braves
•
AP Sports Writer
.
--e0entrY• --Denor Crum -No. 4 Wake Forest hosts North edged the New
Vegas, and Rebel Coach Jerry ---0444
York Nets 96-94
It's the Batfields and Tarkanian expects an old- and his staff have done a great Carolina State; No.7 Alabama and
the
Chicago
Bulls
job getting the Louisville team entertains Mississippi State
McCoys tonight in college fashioned shootout.
trounced the New Orleans
"There has never been more together and they are at the and No.8 Minnesota travels to
• basketball. In other words,
Jazz 110-92.
Louisville vs. . Nevada-Las interest for a game since I've peak of their game right Iowa.
John Havlicek paced the
Elsewhere, it's MC at No.
been here," says Tarkanian. now."
Vegas.
Celtics with 25 points while
The
Cardinals
Baylor
Tennessee;
at
No.
are
11
13
highest"Everything
ranked
nation's
considered,
this
„I.__Two of the
Wicks -added 23 and
powered teams hold their game should be one of the best No. 3 in the country and Arkansas; No. 14 North Sidney
Tarkanian believes they Carolina vs Tulane in JoJo White 20. Bob McAdoo
deserve it.
Greensboro, N.C.; No. 17 scored 31 for the Knicks.
Lakers 117, Nuggets 109
Syracuse at St. Bonaventure:
Although ranked seven
Kareem Abdul,-Jabbar's 29
Mexico
Arizona
New
at
No.
18
notches higher than the
points led the Lakers to their
Rebels in The Associated and Richmond at No.20 VMI. 21st straight home triumph
afternoon
action,
In
Press poll, the Cardinals are
Manhattan played at No. 9 and 35th triumph of the
considered
five-to-six-point
Marquette;
Georgia Tech was season, tying Portland for the
or
underdogs by the oddsmakers
12
Cincinnati
at
No.
and No. 15 most wins at the All-Star
because the game is. being
break. Denver's Dan Issel
Clemson
at
Maryland.
played at the Nevada-Las
35 points and teamscored
limited
In
action
Friday
Vegas court. The Rebels, who
mate David Thompson had 28.
night,
18th-ranked
Arizona
lead the country in offense
Hawks 121, Trail Blazers 108
s we pause together, to obwith 106 points a' game, defeated Texas-E1 Paso 67-60 John Drew's 40 points and
as
Kenny
Davis
pulled
down
25
haven't lost at the Las Vegas
serve this birth date of one
Len Robinson's 24 helped the
Convention Center in 55 rebounds; Dick Shea and Hawks beat Portland, still
of America's truly great
Carnell Cooper teamed for 27
games.
points to lead Yale over playing without All-Star
Men . . . Abraham LinAlong with that stunning Harvard 53-51; Dartmouth center, Bill Walton, sidelined
coln . let •us remember
its oriral fact, the notable snapped an 11-game losing with an Achilles tendon injury.
distractions of Las Vegas streak with a 67-49 Victory Maurice Lucas scored a
what this man stood for ... hoped
nightlife have Denny Crum at over Brown behind Sterling career-high 41 points for
for ... for al/ Americans. In his camodds. The Louisville coach Edmonds' 25 points; Keven Portland.
paign speech in eighteen fifty-eight, he
brought his team into. town McDonald's 27 points led Penn 76ers 118, Pacers 109
said, "The Declaration of Independence
early, but later had •second over Columbia 86-85; Frank
Julius Erving hit 12 of his 27
thoughts about it.
was formed by the Representatives of
Sowinski scored 17 points as points in the last five Minutes
"It depends on what the kids Princeton defeated Cornell 62- and George McGinnis conAmerican Liberty from thirteen
do," said Crum. "If they go to 49 for its 1,000th victory: tributed a key three-point play
states. . . Now, my countrymen, if you
bed on time and keep regular Michael Cooper's 23 points led for Philadelphia as the 76ers
have been taught doctrines which conhours,, then it shouldn't have New Mexico past Arizona handed Indiana its eighth
any effect. On the other hand, State
91-84; .
Tom consecutive road loss. The
flict with the great landmarks of The Deif the kids are allowed to go Schneeberger scored 21 points Pacers' Billy Knight scored 32
claration of Independence, if you have
out and go crazy, then you've and grabbed 15 rebounds to points.
listened to suggestions 1,41;ich would take.
defeated your purpose."
lead Air Force over Kings SuperSonics 114, Warriors 107. .
In other games involving Point 74-57 and Idaho State
OT
from its grandeur, and mutilate the
Top Ten teams tonight, No. 1. held Montana State scoreless
Fred Brown scored six of his
Symmetry of its proportions .
let me
San Francisco plays St. in the first half en route to a 23 points in overtime, leading
entreat you to come back .... Do not
Mary's, Calif; No. 2 UCLA bizarre 31-11 victory behind Seattle over. Golden State and
visits Washington; Auburn Steve Hayes' 19 points.
ending the Warriors' Tourdestroy that immortal emblem of hu-

(Mt int ‘11 LEDCER V-

P. .0.115.

Hatfields And McCoys To
Square Off In College Basketball

_A May...

A

manity, The Declaration of Independence." If all of us today would only heed
this great mans plea of more than a hundred years ago.. We could build together, a true and lasting meaning
in ... The United States of America.
Let's try .. . for Abraham Lincoln ...C,

Seventh Annual

Antique Show & Sale

and all Americans.

va/PEOPLES BANK
oi
MURRAY
KY.
FDIC

•

Sims- added__ five points in and Lindsey Hudspeth had a
succession. That made it a 45- good game, .,011 the way
31 Murray High lead at the end mound," Miller -added.
of the period.
Sims, who hit 12 of 18 from
Andrea Perry scored on a the field, finished with 25
layup to open the final quarter points while Hudspeth had 18.
before 6-4 Tony Workman hit
For the Falcons, Workman
two free throws with 7:17 left tossed in 18 while guard Devid
to make it 47-33. Workman's ,Dixon, who had 12 at infree throws were the first termission, tossed in 14.
Falcon points in over six
Hickman County falls to 8-10
minutes.
with the loss and will play four
For the rest of the game, it games next week, three of
was all fun as the Tigers which are home.
seemed to enjoy playing the
"Either we'll get killed or
defense. Miller never called get in shape," Coach Ray
off the press. Late in the laughed.
game, the lead reached 20
Murray, now 12-3 on the
points.
season, will play against
There were a bunch of keys Mayfield at 8 p. m. Tuesday in
in the Murray win. First of all, the nightcap of a twinbill at
the Falcons hit-12 of 17 from the -MSU - Sports --Arena-. the field in the first half. In the Calloway County and St. Mar),
second half, they were only will meet at 6:30 p. m.
seven of 18.
Arm Nib
Murray had a commanding
33-20 lead in rebounds with
tg ft of to
12 1 1 25
Sims
Hudspeth pulling in 13.
1 1 1 9
McHugh
But perhaps the biggest key. Gdham
1 0 0 2
62 4 18
was the fact Murray had only Hudspeth
1 0 0 2
Richardson
six turnovers.
1 0 3 8
Perry
.
D 0 2 0
"We've been working hard Harcourt
30 4 13 64
TotaLs
on our ballhandling," Miller
said.
"I hate to keep saying the
fg ft pt tp
same thing all the time but Pruitt
2 0 0 4
again, it was our depth. tDe
2 1244
2
0
6 0
2 0
whio
orkman
benn7
Barry..
Everyone who played did a
7 4 3 18
good job for us.
1 0 1 2
Johnson
1 0 3 2
"McHugh had a couple of Rtiodea
Totals
19 8 9 46
key steals on the press and
10 14 21 19-64
Murray
Raymond Sims had a great
Hickman
15 12 1 15-46
night with his outside shotting

March 19th & 20th, Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.
Paducah, Kentucky
Civic Center - Beltline at Park Ave.
Dealers Contact: Bill Schroeder, Box 3009 Paducah, Ky. 42001

game winning streak. Golden
State's Phil Smith fired in 25
points.
Kings 120, Bullets 106
Brian Taylor's 26 points and
Ron Boone's 21 helped the
Kings overcome an early
deficit and hand the Bullets
only their third road loss in the
last 10 games. Chenier,
celebrating his addition to the
All-Star
team,
paced
Washington with 28 points.
Pistons 101, Cavaliers 94
Bob Lanier, another AllStar, scored 30 points and
grabbed 19 rebounds, boosting
the Pistons past Cleveland.
Austin Carr was high for the
Cavs with 25 points.
Spurs 107, Rockets 104
San
Antonio
broke
Houston's six-game home
winning streak as George
Gervin scored 29 points, including the Spurs' last 10.
Calvin
Murphy
topped
Houston with 30 points.
Braves 96, Nets 94
- - Randy Smith, who finished with 20 points, connected on a
22-foot jumper with two
seconds remaining, ,giving
Buffalo its first road victory in
10 games since Dec. 26. Adrian
Dantley led the Braves with 21
points, while Bubbles Hawkins
scored 25 points and Mike
Bantom had 24 points and 19
rebounds for the Nets.
Bulls 110,Jazz 92
Wilbur Holland's 26 points
and Artis Gilmore's 25 keyed
Chicago's offense against the
Jazz, who played without
injured Pete Maravich, the
league's leading scorer.

disk •
ON THE BOARDS-Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of the Tigers gets
the inside track on Tony Workman (25) of Hickman County.
Hudspeth had 18 points and 13 rebounds.

Murray Supply
Has Moved Its

Shop
To

200 East Main

(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)

Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities
We feel this move will

allow us to give you
Better and Faster Service.
•

Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center
- —Always Plenty Of Free Parking—
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East Boys And Nc
Girls Tourney-Chai
id a
way
rom
25
118.
man
avid
in8-10
four
e of d or
Ray
the
iinst
ay in
Lii at Wary

Pt
1
1
0
4
0
3
2
13

10
25
9
2
18
2
8
0
64

pf tp
2 4
0 4
0 14
0 2
3 18
1 1 2
1 3 2
1946
19-64
15-46

The North Calloway girls charity tosses with 54 seconds
and the East Calloway boys
left put Southwest back on top
came away with chamby four. at 29-25.
pionship trophies Friday
-4et, North- tra.re- - r7.
—afternoon in • a*
- came up with -a •big, rebound
County Junior • High Tourbucket with 43 seconds loft ta,
nament at Jeffrey Gymcut the Southwest lead to a
nasium.
bucket again then ‘kith 10
Iii the girls' game, North
seconds left. Angie Compb,ir.
survived a double overtime
sent home a 15-footer to tie
struggle to take a 37-33 win
Nttr_eilt:4f_i:apter-c-at-the-1
over Southwest. It Marked the
regulation play.
second ,consecutive year
With only 1:22 ledt in the
North has won the girls'
first Overtime, Southwt-Ft hold le
crown.
a 33-31 lead after Mary
East Calloway had .little
Calhoun had hit the kora end
trouble in thehoys' contest as
of a bonus'situation.
they coasted to .
a 58-38 win
Butwith 12_ se-con.kielt..,
oi•ertiorth.in the'three yearsCvnipton pumped in 71 1 since the six junior highs have
tooter to send the gone Hite
merged into three, there have the
second overtime.
been three different winners
North•took the lead for 1:,n ,.!
the boys' tourney.
len .4irk. the.
: In two- litetious Meetings,
extra period as Angie Futrell
Southwest and North had split scored
From 10 fe.et to te.ak-e
girls' Contest - and cham- 35-33. .
pionship game was the rubber
For the .final 1:41 of the
4ame of the series.
•
game, the gutsy Southwest
After the first period of
tean`n.had only four pla or,
Southwest held the upper hand the floor
as four of their
at 7-2 but North roared back in
squad members had fool('
the second frame to outscore
Out.
Southwest 10-5 to tie the game
The North victory was Iced
at 12 apiece at intermission. with 32
seconds left when
And after three quarters, Renee
Morrison hit her rsri!..
North held a 20-17 lead.
field goal of the game to it
Cindy Gibson of Southwest the final
score of 37-33 41II
hit a free throw with 2:25 left board. .
in regulation play to tie the
. For Ngflfi, Futrell. led ',la
score at 23apiece;Then Xrista attack
with 23 points 54 hile •••
Stanley hit two consecutive Southwest,
Brenda Capp.:,
buckets and Southwest- held'a foi, 14 -and
Stanley added
27-23 lead with 1:42 left in the
In
boys': ezrniY*.LI
game.
defeated East had not tr,,LO,,,
High-scoring, Angie Futrell In disposing
of winless N.,!*.L
hit two free throws for North
At the end of the lir,t
to cut the Southwest lead to quarter.
East held a 12-4 lo
two points but Stanley's two and coasted
to a 26-1.4

'ails Short As.
To 91-7'S'Win
1-1 1 1.
7

Load 23:15 olitting the Cardioal
lead to 12 at 55-67 when time
ran cut in the third quarter.
1.nd then it was time for the

fahl...1

1

• serious foul trouble. The man
behind"the late rush was
Futrell. He:s a winner and he
just keeps coming."
".When we got in foul trouble
we just ran out of people to
play," Bob Slone said. "We
just couldn't make up for our
lack of rebounding tonight.
Control of the boards and fouls
realty hurt us." •
Calloway moves on to
further action Saturday. night
as they fice Cuba in the
Murray State Sports Arena.

A late Laker rush always
teatures "Toni Terrific"
better known as Laker guard
Tiateny Futrell. Tommy went
to a,irk on the Cards assisted
aithful teammate-Mike
„Old the Mayfield lead
44 .a.iled to a mere six points
la showing on the clock:
• axe that hunwover the
.a set- bench fell at 4:35 as.the
1;ttll foul 11 as called on Wells
arid he %%ern to the bench_ ouve
lonace: Marc Darnell and.
kit-art With Wells out the Weil..
Futrell
first. eiided and the Mayfield' 94cCallon
lead increased despite a good Darnell ..
luckbart
effort hs Calloway.
.Garland
..k:,,..ther suht-eluintsurite by anis put them over the
i..•! .1 they went on to finish
It
,:anie 91-75 dropping Hubbard
• •ilioway to 13-11 on the 52wIton
Youngblood
,e,,,on _
Bwk
Wyatt
It -was a good game and a
Hill
• •o•!' k% in for us. we needed it," time
Totals
Sparks said. "Calloway
ni--zt didn't haVelhe depth to
('allow-a)
Mayfield
ss ith us while they were in

9.
.19

• r

--

Camp,
(2 tt Pt tP
4 0 4 8
1 0
. 6 4 5 16
13 6 1 SI
3 2 2 1
. 1 1 5 3
1 0 5 2
2 2 2 6
30 1.5 V _.75,
siwy41.11
0
tg
pt
'9 4
9 7 3 35
. 9 3 -4 21
5 2 2 12
- 2e 2
2 2 2 6
O 2 4 2
32 V 19 91

n

3D-72
12 20
51 32 15 24-91

•

BOYS CHAMPS—East Calloway won the championship in the Cori
Tournament Friday. Top row, left to right, are Mitchell Moss, mars
Winker, Mike Sims, coach, Larry Sanders, Gene Dowdy, Shane MortcEarl Brown, manager. Front row, Kim Weatherford, Donny Stone her,
Tim Cooksey, Terry Smotherman, Allen Hill and MikelAorris.

--

SHOULD HAVE DUNKED IT — David. Youngblood (32) of the
Cardinals goes in for an easy two. He would have probably ex-cited the crowd more if he'd stuffed it. In the picture for the
inh,.-s ore Mike Wells (45) and Glen Dole Olive (33).
(Stull Photos by Berry Drs.)

gets
aty.

If You
Don't Need
This...
You
Need

jor

GIRLS' CHAMPS—North Calloway took the girls' championship Frick) Junior High Tournament. Top row, left to right, are Susan Anderson Laura Brown, Tommie Blakely, Gina Darnell, Renee Morrison ord
row, Kathy Bowden, manager, Jena Hoke, Angie Futrell, Ginger (Om, .r

Henson.

dequate Wiring
y,-adequate"wiring is a necessity.
hit; enough to carry your home's full elect mil operate properly. Symptoms of
" N. picture shrinks, lights dim,. Appliances
bi:r•akeri, often blow or trip. If your home
ii' rl
you should have the wiring system
,ind-loc al (0(11'S as soon as possible: Usually,
.111i; '.41 deal with a reputable -elect-Fit-al-con..•I rtfic irtu

•
•

TOP CHEERLEADERS—The East Calloway cheerleaders won frr
chterleading squads at the Calloway County Junior High Basketbatt
right, are Tone Lovett, Cindy Johnson, Lisa Garland, Lone Hale and to, ,.
son. Front row, Debbie Stubblefield, Debbie Ferguson. Xathe By.num one
was sponsor Mrs. Mary Janis Cooper.

Murray Electric
System
753-S312

_

—

COPY NOT ALL
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31r-u.delk.'3E3E"Ir107E:1
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11.Vacuum Cleaners

=MIN

2. Notice

Check
Your
Ad
'

If You
Need Them:

DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

fire'
--- .1531441
753-1621
Pblice
,
a
7534952
Rescue .
aw h.
153-9332
Ambulance
•
Hospital
753-5131
Emergency
Humane Society
753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
ore
Advertisers
Poison Control . 753-7588
reques led to check the
753-0929
Senior Citizens
first insertion of ads for
correction
This
753-NEED
Reedline
newspaper ,will be
Leann To Read . 753-2288
,-y-----responsrbte-- • for - - crnty

ocual Concerns
ommittee and
-Ledger St
Times

tp3

se ,

'41 7\P 7,7 f
evt
rap,:
7 040stle .
• 9 Creek ,etter
2'
22 T ransac loon
21 H 9h ntoun.-24iitttettetakty -avael
29 a"d
30f- reed
32 Coniunchon
33 Study
31 Mournfui
35 G,eeft letter
1.6 "nose who
repent ot s.n
39 T,ny amount
10 Prepare tor

LAS'S
OR
HUSBAND IL WM TEAMS
Need Extra Money Queens
Way to Fashion Home
Fashion Showings is the answer. For information call '
901485-9150 or 885-1289.

Anstket to Fr.day s Punks

1

.
I ..
oco

4t.psor,

4

1

2

5

'7.-."----.----

8

I

8.-

8-

/

,•:•:•;9 10
!•:.:,
...:.:14

Ti

10 ,..
41 e,
'
5
'n
tt eggs
7:77.71i--42 At cies of
24
/
'
22' :s
t•," n-ture
43 Openwork
29
. 30
1 abric
05 Attempts
'3,
: 33
47 Subjects°,
mpo
-17
Is
, to0r,
5018te•es
• Ill
'51Rirer istand
54 Make
-•44 ¶::::, 43
•3
ansends
,
56 Cover
50
'*9
49 • "SO
4 , 4-4
57 urk.st,
g or error
5
f1
58 Roans
59 Misc as
- 7 WI
Irittetr,.
:.,
. ....„
.
DOWN

I I

II

24

31

4 In Memory
IN MEMORY OF our
Darling Mother, Alice
Kenley, who left us 4
years ago today. We
miss you -mother, and
always will, you left a
place in our heart'that
can not be filled. We feel
your ever presence,
your smile, your kindness. We feel like you
are guiding us through
these trying years. We
love you mother, The
Children. Kenleys.

41

fi ...;i...

1.,se
:.:•:._
.•.'.: 59

2

1

=

,564-"S
pt,c,

•

FREE! FREE! Drawing
for new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show
Saturday, 8:00 p. m.
Kentucky Lake Music
Barn. For information
call 502-436-8806.

•
46

FP•tur• S,nfc.

tr

HAVE VACANT private
room for elderly woman
in stale approved family
care home. Call 753-6392.

News, Society and
75 3-191 8
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Beesiness
be
may
Office
reached on 753. 1916 ond 753-191 7.

71
2

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
MondayStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

IBE MO
Part 01c,- e
t.1
OU CSPIEI
2 945
Z.JCI
EMIR IDIOM
3 S•rn
1110 mann
F pt.'w cat
1800311101:131
r
C art,',
clang MI
Near
011113
SIB
Corard
•
a
i.
llr
Oa plur,
9 Past
13 Mature •
NO •
Cluck ptetie
16 Article '
313
18 Want on
11 3
20 Prrest-s-rest
46
Arrow
t• d
nt
,31 Etrkopan11 47
M,ne e
tie
ca.raton
481-taster)
33 OuOteS
/3 Vehtoered
'- - 49 kauste - as- 3T ?Crete(
25 Bothering
wrIllen
38 Negati re
27 Warns
51 Decay
28 Prepares tor 39 Harasses
52 Resort
42 Wage,
pr nt
55 Prepos,lion
44 ta,p
30 Parce• or

-

455

__.

NANCY
.

e•• A E TO CALL
:•7.5 c --opy

AaicTHS

Ai Pf

YOUR A,N'Pr...,L.
SOOT FS
,
CO"NC'
Ns5 Y
LLSIE___

'YOUR

vi-eNz Dow S

BEETLE BAILEY
LET'S SEE ...FOR
THE TRACK MEET
I'LL NEED MY
STARTiNG DUN

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

5 lost And Found
WHITE
A
FOUND
German Shepherd on
Martin Chapel Road.
Call 753-6147.
LOST WHITE female
persian cat in Murray.
Call 435-4563. Reward
offered.
FOUND SMALL diamond
pendant.
claim by iderdirfirig,
Call 753-1966.
6 Help Wanted
TEXAS. OIL Company
needs mature person for
short trips surrounding
Notact
Murray.
customers. We theLin.
Write L. C. Dick, Pres.,,
Southwestern
*Petroleum, Box 789 Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, BOX 21679,
DENVER, CO. 80221.

USED CRIB and play
pen. Call collect after 6
p. m., 901-247-5203.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 733-6760
day or night.
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359.
18. Sewing Machines

15. Articles For Sale
SIX OAK chairs, antique.
Call 753-4716.

SINGER SEWING
Machine,zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call

Jiagtha tiogRa 1-354CARPET
REMOVE
pattis and spots; fluffs
beaten down nap with
rent
Blue
Lustre
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping "Center.

8619.

19. Farm Equipment
Special
New Shipment

Wood Spoons
and Spatulas
All Shapes
wad Sizes

50' each
STARKS HOW.
120t

CONTACT WEST KY
Handling,
Grain
Equipnient,(-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

Poplar

Our 30th Year

1970 MODEL 403 InIernational
Perfect condition. Call
753-1977,,

SERVICES
WANTED. SALE - CHAINSAW
Translation-English to
chains, as" or 404 pitch.
801 FORD TOWERFrench.
Qualified
Enough for 12" bar,
MASTER or Super M
person to translate, type' $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
Farmall, and 10 foot
and collate documents
bar, $10.95. Wallin
wheel disc. Call after
from English tci French:
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
5:30 p. m. 436-2243.
elititeral as well astechnical --translation AVAILABLE NOW.
required. Call Wayne
JOHN DEERE 1240
Urethane foam. All
Wahelon, 1-554-9592.
planter. Used 2 years.
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky. --Perfect condition. Call
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
SPARETIME!
UnAvenue. 753-6767.
believably, excitingly
NEED GRAIN, BINS. a
WHOLESALE
easy!
S-end
Self- FREE!
addressed and stampeci
Jewelry Catalog! Ex- , grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
envelope to Box 1824,
clusive Designers'
or new spray equipment
Collections! Bargains
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
for
spring.
Agri1824,
Box
galore!
Products has them. Call
44106:
Ohio
Cleveland,
CARD
MAKE $1.00 PER
753-2958.
selling engraved Zodiac
DEFROST
AUTOMATIC
cards.
Security
Social
1974
135
MASSEY
refrigerator. 17.5 cubic
Free sales kit. No inFerguson diesel tractor.
ft. freezer.' Three
vestment. -Write .Gregg
Call 753-3244.
compartment sink, 4 bar
Products, Box 272-HI,
stools, formica covered
Lexington, N. C. 27292
1967 135 FERGUSON
bar, storage or plant
tractor. Call 489-2463
adding
shelves,
WANTED A SALES
after 5 p. m. or on
machine, cash register,
person to sell Jim
weekends.
Call
extinguisher.
fire
Walter- Homes in the
753-7276 after 5.
Murray -area. This is
your opportunity to
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
FOR SALE: One dorM
make good money as a
needs. Call AAA Fence
size refrigerator. In
sales person. If inSupply Co., 1-444-6865,
excellent condition. $75.
terested call Gene Allen
Paducah, Ky.
Call 753-7190 and ask for
502442-7368, Paducah,
Gerry.
INTERNATIONAL CUB
Ky.
tractor with bushog
FIREPLACE FOR SALE
belly, mower or will
- Contemporary style
trade for Ford Tractor.
with flu pipe, reducer,
gall 753-7919 after 4 p.
damper and grate. $100.
m.
•
Call 753-6848.
Man or woman to enter
sales management developmerit program. Successful applicant can expect earnings of
L16,000 to 118,000 the first year
and 820.000 to $22,000 the
second xear. Applicants must
-be-willing to work 30 hours pee
week, provide best of references. some college preferred.
Teaching, sales or experience
working with people helpful.
Position otters salary, commission and bonuses, profit
sharing, liberal insurance
peogram,complete training at
our expense. An equal opportunity employer. For personal interview call Mr. David
A. Clifton. I-898-7596 between 8
& 9 a.m.
L-730-

5KULL, THE
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THAT COPIER
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NEED EXPERIENCED
auto body man. Phone
753-6038.-

FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
rick delivered. Call 4374731 or 437-4346.
16. Home Furnishings
AMERICAN
EARLY
couch and matching
maple
chair. Also
rocker and foot stool
with pad set in cushion.
Maple end tables and
lamps. Entire room of
furniture. 6200.1 Good
condition. Call 753-7907.
USED ELECTRIC stove
and refrigerator. $30
each. Call 753-4968.

20. Sports Equipmult
WINCHESTER MODEL
12, 20 ga-iige pump.
tialter Black Beauty, 12
gauge double barrel,
hammerless. Call 7531961.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
horse -power Evinrude
motor, and 15' camper-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 7534015 or 753-8300.
22

NI PS

cal

UPRIGHT PIANO. Call
753-9875.
LOWERY ORGAN model
LC 98K. Excellent
condition. Lots of extras. Call 474-2788.

16 Business Opportunity

r",41
tf*
•
.
4,--arnatt_ fr-11

l_11 ABNER

-

A SKINNY DekME
WITH HOGE SCRAWNY
LEGS *?-

TELEPHONE
RECEPTIONIST.
Secretarial abilities
necessary. Write Box
-32U, Murray,Ky.Giving
personal data.

HALF PRICE - complete
deep well pump system,
$150. Complete water
clarifier system, $200.
Used only 3months. Call
435-4413.

XXYRE LUCKY )0L1
DIDN'T-7- FIND
HER AND E3RING
HER HERE r7-

e:4
1-

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known \oil
company. This is a permanent, full time sales
Offers
position.
unusually high incOme,
opportunity for advancement. Knowledge(
of farm and industrial
helpful.
machinery
Special training if hired.
For personal interhew
see Jim Reynolds,
Ramada Inn, Madisonville, Ky., Fri. Feb. 18 at
p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.
•

Be A Sweetheart
Give Her A
Marble Bathroom
Shell love You
For It.

Thornton Tile
& Marble
So 9th

'LOWERY ORGAN Magic
Genie 44. Automatic
rhythms. One year old.
Like new. Bank terms
available. Call 489-2400.

CONRAD'S. PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

Horne Sales

IS 3-571 9

DaDifticin

1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
Three bedroom, land ks
bath:on9ox 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
29 Motyle TOme Reoptals
TWO BEDROOM trailer Private lot. In Murray.
Call 753-4661.
TWO BEDROOM all
electric, water and
garbage pickup furnished. One or 2 adults.
$70 month. Phone 7535405 after 5 p. m.

24 Miscellaneous
BICYCLE EXERCISER,
$20. Bassinet,$101 Infant
seat, $3. Playtex nurser
bottles,$5. Baby clothes,
Call 753-6345.
•

FOR SALE- zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price; $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

Management
Trainee

THE PHANTOM

YOU WANT-MY
PERMISSION TO
KNOCK OFF-

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage; Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Hblman Jones, 217 South
13th, Phone 753-3128.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
COkes. Made from any
size'Nkiito any size.
Wallets 10 as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 S1&1I 12th,
and
OIL
FOR FREE
753-005. Free pa
adjust on any sewing
lot, use our rear ert
-Call
'machine.
trante.
Lakewood, - 1-354-8619.

one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
,YOUR AD CAREPLILL,X,_
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

C rossword Puzzler
4 101,,,, srI ty
undi

YI3U.R NEED is our
concerli, NEEDLINE
753-6333

iY

14. Want To Buy

2. Notice

2 Notice

PROGRAM \SUBSUDTZES cost for house
siding, if needed for
insulation. Pay in 60.
payments.
Call
Owensboro office
collect, 683-0690.
PEOPLE GIVE YOU
CASH, when you use Joe
Bailey and Linda Dill's
Flea Market to sell
items for you ... tables
are now being rented. If
you have old, precious,
antiques, relics, etc.
items, call 615-232-6566.
The FLEA MARKET is
Welted a 'rules west- of
Dover, Tenn. on highway 79 across from
Uncle Joe's Discount
Store. Hundreds of
items now turning into
thousands. The INDOOR Flea Market
open six days a week
and Sunday afternoons.
CUSTOM- MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic on foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
YE OLDE Horsetradin'
Post and
Auction.
General merichandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, and
appliances,
antiques,
throw rugs, throw
pillows. Consignments
taken. Flea market
space .available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.
26. TV Radio
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
•

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
'Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WITH one child
wants unfurnished
house. Outside of city
limitst Preferable with
*astute for horse. Call
436-2430.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 'No
pets. 1610 College Farm
Rd. -Cali-753460e.
TWO BEDROOM all
electric
duplex.
Available-March 1. For 2
or 3 people. Call 4892595.
ONE
FURNISHED
bedroom apartment for
2 people. Call 753-7575.
33.Rooms for Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436,2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FOR RENT - one 2
bedroom house and one
3 bedroom house. $250
and $275. Call Tucker
Realtors 753-4342,9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets.. Good
references. Call 7537449.
THREE
BEDROOM
house and 1 bedroom
trailer in the country.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753-6753.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Buiting,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side cocirt square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.

27. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially car.
peted. Call 47478843.
12 x 64 FULLY FURNISHED and carpeted.
Central heat and air.
Extras. Like new. Call
753-1590, after 5:00 4988612.
12 x 60 MASTERCRAFT,
Central air' and heat.
Two bedrooms, 2 full
baths. Furnished. Call
489-2321 or 489-2392.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, I and 31
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.

GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 4354503.
REGISTERED DUROC
Boar, 550 lbs. Four sows
ready to pig in 2 weeks.
Half
Duroc,
half
Hampshire. Call 7532817.
38 Pets

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED
black and tan German
Shepherd puppies. Male
-$75. Female - $50. Call
753-2329.
AKC REGISTERED Old
English Sheepdog
puppies. Seven weeks
old. Males $125, females,
$110. Call 753-6412 or 7530957 after 4 p. m.

FOR SALE by owner. 2, AKC
MINIATURE
bedroom mobile home
Dachshund puppy, red
.unfurnished except
female, champion blood
stove and refrigerator.
line. Reasonable price. Washer & Dryer conFive
generation
nections in use now. One
pedigree, free with
large 12' by 12' storage
puppy. Call 1-527-9700.
_
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
SCOTTISH
TERRIER,
storage shed. All on four
AKC black male, 2 years
nice lots 100' by 220'.
old. Call 753-1336.
Just 3 minutes away
from lake. `Excellent
well and septic system. TWO MALE Eskimo
Under $9,000.00. Call 753puppies. Eight weeks
53526:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
old. Registered. Call 436m.
2215 after 4:30 p. rn.

ifileetwert
sea

,
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43. Real Estate

WET BASEMENT? We GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes- 7
make wet basements
autos - stores. M and G
dry, work completely
FOUR BEDROOM 112 ACRES ON Ky 280
Complete Glass,
guaranteed. Call or
HOME just listed in
about six miles from
5,
No.
Building
write Morgan ConCanterbury Estates.
50 Callipers
Murray and only two
Shopping
Dixieland
struction Co., Route 2,
Home is less than one miles from Ky Lake and
Center. Phone 753-0180.
COLEMAN RV AIR
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
year old, and is ,outTVA recreation area.
42001. Phone day or
condition sale. While
standing in both quality - 'Long road frontage on
they last, Mach I - $367, .night 442-7026.
GROOMING AND AKC
•PAINTING interior and
and design. Large
bath sides of 280. Very
1957 FORD PICKUP with. Mach II- $403, Mach III miniature Schnauzers.
exterior. Texture ceiling
family room-recreation
fine building sites. John
includes
This
price
$426.
camper,
$295.
1968
Ford
,
at
Hidden Valley Kennels.
and sheetrock finishing.
TYPING
room with area for pool
Realtor,
DO
WILL
C. Neubauer,
.
LTD,$350. Call 489-2595.
taxes and installation.
Call Ralph Worley, 753Call 435-4481.
table, and wet-bar,
home. Call 753-7567.
505 Main St., Murray,
,
Open 6 days a week and
0708.
withfireplace
753-0101 or call Linda
41 Public Sales
1967 V. W. BUS. Engine
,
afternoon.
Sunday
two
heatalator,
COMING THIS SPRING.
• ''
Drake at 753-0492.
and aransmission
Camper
Murphy's
bedrooms downstairs, 2
R. W.'s Mobile Home FOR YOUR SEPTIC
-completely overhauled.
Sales, Highway 62 E.'-• waRkpari teAke Service_T.A$K__And_baekhee bedrooms upstairs and
New interior, --great
Dawson Rd,. princetop,._:cAgi 7.53.416a,
Big Rummage
.LAKE
KENTUCKY
- ----worlr- needs--eatt-datur-Tstorage areas. around.
transportation. 2$ m. p
Ky. 502-365-5082.
water
lots,
near
front
attached
car
Large
2
Lane• Phone 753-8669 0r •
SALE!
highway,25 mpg city.
Paris Landing has
garage. This home has
436-2586.
in
BLOWN
INSULATION
camper.
TRAILER,
$1100. Call 753-9928 after - 16'
community water, near
economic heat _pump
by Sears save on these
Odds & Ends.
‘,4
5 p. m.
• Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
boat
docks,
and
cooling
and
heating
high heat and cooling
Baby 'Things,
pool.
Make
swimming
Anderson
system,
bills. Cali Doug Taylor
Clothes& Misc.
51 Se,,,ce, Ogrird
1975 F-250 FWD topper,
FREE TWO beautiful
offer. 413447-8919. Call
thermopane -windows,
at 753-2310 for free
Power
14.35
mudders.
Collie dogs. One is male,
at
10
leading,
m.
p.
ELECtRICAL
Office
Pool
plushness
and
Old
estimates.
steering, power brakes, FAIN'S
full blooded, 1 year old.
Residential;
Itirkeey
Viroughout. Priced in
Set-vice.
automatic transmission.
The other is female,
home-hookur
low 50's. Phone KOP- RENTAL INCOME
46. Homes For Sale
7-? Saturday
mobile
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
Call 767-6254.
full blooded, 4
almost
Licensed.
PERUD REALTY, 753and service.
Everybody Come!
of electric heat, air
PROPERTY just listed.
months old. They look
435-4539.
Fain,
1222 for more inRoger
ton,
1976-GMC TRUCK,34
condition, appliances,
near
the
Located
just like Lassie. Call 753BY OWNER. Nice 3. Heavy Duty springs and
formation.
water pumps, water - 6079,
University. Well built
have
You
EXOTIC
43. Real Estate
bedroorn home_ den,
tires. Realon for selling . GENERAL BACKHDE
heaters and wiring. 30
older home has. A
probably admired this
work, white gravel, • Years experience. Call
FOR SALE - 80 acres,
utility room. Just two
is Illness. Good conand
bedrooms
home as you passed by.
14 ATTRACTIVE acres
FREE - SIX week old
bank, gravel. Call 436house,five miles East of
miles south of Bel Aire
dition. Call 753-4716.
436-5676.
basement. Also separate
On a lovely lot, corner of
with a two bedroom
mixed breed puppy. Has
.2306.
641.
on
Center
Hardin. Near lake.
Shopping
garage apartment and
16th and Glendale Rd. is
brick home on Ky 893
-been wormed. Needs
Terms. Call 1-313-292- • mobile home
Call 753-0154.
1968 OLDSMOBILE Delta
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
with
All
this most attractive 3
about one mile south of
lots of love and kindness
7180.
88,- 4 door hardtop, TUTOR-READING.
home and industrial, air
separate utility meters
experience,
ages,
bedroom brick with 2
Lynn-Grove. About eight
as she has had a hard
white-black interior,
and
conditioning,
all
Buy
them
for
$23,500.
references. Call 753-8987
THREE BEDROOM, 2
baths, central heat and
acres of tendable land
way to go_ in_ her few
new radial tires. Extra
KOPPERUD REALTY,
_refrigeration. heating.
air Pella windows fully
bath,, brick. on 1 acre.- clean; One- oWner.-1350.--- after 41-00. and two acres of woods._ DUE TO THE ENERGY
weeks of life. Was
short
Call 474-8841.
752-1222.
crisis, Pardee: awl
Good location. Low 30's.
carpeted, all built-ins,
Could be used for
436-2427.
Call
Thurman Real Estate is
• Call 753-9318.
and beautiful fireplace.
after 5:00.
.building sites or for_a
TILE - TILE - TILE.
open- from 9-3 daily.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
We will be happy to
nali Earrn operation.
Complete patio and
'P
PICK
1964
FORD
Care. Steam clean one COLLIE
After office hours call
show you this truly
PUPPIES.
Reasonably _priced.
porches, brick and tile,
custom cab. Good
Pat Mobley, 753-8958 or
room at 8 cents per.sq.
REDUCED!
different home. Thu will PRICE
good home.
to
free
Eight
John C. Neubauer,
entrance,
showers,
753Call
condition. $475.
ft. aod wg will clean the
Geneva Giles 753-6557
Separate workshop, 3
be delighted too. Call us
Call 753-0661.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
kitchens. Call J. R.
m.
p.
6
4016
after
hallway free,- limit 4 x
for all your Real Estate
soon. Guy Spam Realty,
bedrooms, 2 baths,
Murray, 753-7531 or call
Hamilton, 753-8500.
10. A 10' x 10' room
needs.
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
family room, office 1970 CHEVELLE, good
FREE - THERE are
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
would only be 68.00. Call
space, landscaped, near motor, transmission and
ELECmany lovable puppies at
LICENSE
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
shopping. Call 753-9380. interior. $600. Call 753TWO ACRES OF land
the pound. They are- all
BEDROOM
THE PRICE is Right on THREE
TRICIAN 'and' gas ineastof Almo on blacktop
do
shapes and sizes. Call _
investment
will
these
house located on US 641
stallation
7304.
WOULD LIKE • TO do'
road. Call 7534418.
753-1461 if you.wouliLlike
in South Hazel. This
properties: Ili 1E2
plumbing, heating and
BIG HOUSE for family,
-baby sitting 'in myhome751::
to Cake one home.
-CHEY----3i---Len
C6111966
story, 4 , bedrooms, _ property will provide a
Five
werWainfig.'
pay.
lp
se
renters-he
.•Sale
For
44 Lois
day or night. Call 753eacamper special, 327
Irving; krtchen. Idealfor- Tanuly
7413.
bedrooms, 3 baths,.
5947.
power
FREE HALF GROWN
with
C. ,
automatic
lolin
family or students
housing.
heat.
central
fireplace,
LOT FOR SALE in
part Collie puppy. Was
steering. Has an inlocated near UniverNeubauer, Realtor, 505
Call 753-9612.
Gatesborough. Call 753DRIVEWAYS' WHITE NEED- --ES, sot,
---and
overcab,.topper.
abando-ned
sity... (2) Also offered is
sulated
Main St., Murray. 753.
,.8448ea • g,
desperately needs a
- A-111-for $55(00-.Phone - _ -rocked and graded= Free - - firewood, n
0101 or 753-7531.
-dwelling with living
estimates. Call Clifford
carpenter work or light
good home. Call
2
354-6653.
-room, - kitchen,
45. Farms For Sale
.
_ -Gar-rison-753-5429-after-4- ---haullngr-Ca11153-4707•
1975 HONDA CB-550.
4012.
bedrooms, completely. 175 ACRE FARM located
WANTED: InvestMent
p.. 111.
Excellent condition. 1974 FIREBIRD, gold property - We need
19 ACRE farm located on
ca tea -drape& -and -on Statc Line Road on1y'
dopiest.% -rental houses
US 641 just three miles
range stay. ...zoned B3..
seven miles south of
Only 1500 miles. -Call- custom . stripe, rocket
And farms.
4 p. m. 753-3143.
after
_Two
Murray.
of
north
EXPERT BUILDING
amount
Large
These properties less
Murray.
wheels, AM-FM tape,
WANTED: Older home
Good
house.
bedroom
Excellent
than $10,000 each.
and remodeling - one
mileage.
of tendable land, some
low
without
with -- or
,1975 ELECTRIC minito complete
frontage.
road
cabinet
753-7853.
access
"Contact Loretta Jobs
Call
additional - land that
condition.
Complete Fencing Supplies
acreage_under 30_Locabike. Ride all day for
Realtors-, 753-1492.
home - planning tO
This close in farm can
could be cleaned up and
'led North or Weil.'
For Residential
pennies. Charge PRICAD TO SELL. 1971
completion. Call now
WANTED. 3 bedrooms
be yours now. john C.
some wooded land.
for
Ideal
overnight.
Lynn
(prefer
Carcounty
in
505
Harm-on's
sharp.
Realtor,
8 Commercial
Real
X.
Gremlin
Neubauer,
been
Roy
Tendable land has
GET AWAY FROM it all
Grove or 'Grist-lel-mid
cornmutirig_to town or to .-C4114736-2502,OF
.:75_3-4124,
_Miirray, 753Maui
iiKartsr_
in beans. Good road
at this perfect vacation
_
_ _ _ _ 753-0.521Priced
met ui 757511-.
frontage. -Abet--cottage. BeautiTuTTot
Gates Manufactured
WANTED: 2 or 3
Call 753-6564.
SMORIL-E
road access on other
near lake (lakeview in
CARPET CLEANING
or
with
bedroom
To Specifications
46. Homes For Sale
Cutlass, 350 ,engine,
very
part of land. John C.
experienced,
withOut small acreage in
winter)..Panelled inEnda°.
air
MINI
YAMAHA
wheels,
Elementary
rocket
North
Neubauer, Realtor,. 505
reasonable rates,
with .spiral
terior
BY OWNER -2 bedroom
School District. .
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
shocks, good shape, real
free
Main St., 753-0101 or 753Portable Custom-Built
references,
staircase to upstairs
home,
fireplace,
brick
-WANTED: 4 bedroom
Honda.. 550 four with
sharp. -$900. Call 5277531.
bedroom. Large outside
Dog Kennels
garage,, patio, shady lot
with basement. With or
winctia
-4888.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
deck offers many enwithott small acreage.
on. quiet street. $25,500.
2226.
possibiltertainment
-Mid 40's.
Call 751-5818.
Hwy.60 West
1971 VOLKSWAGEN
WANTED: Large home
HAVING TROUBLE
ities.
Economically
Appoirrtment Only
45 Farms For Sale
Automatic
conSquareback.
plan
floor
with
small
those
getting
3 Bedroom Brick, electric
priced at $9500. Call 753Paducah, Ky.
3
HOME,
BRICK
ducive to entertaining
ih good condition. $1,000.
CHEVROLET
baseboard beat, one win1976
plumbing jobs done?
8080 or come by 105 N.
SUPPLY
car
2
lot.
bath,
Ph. 444-6865
wooded
FENCE
on
2
located
bedroom,
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.
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AM
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ESTATE.
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and custom combining.
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Want to selli We have
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HAMLIN, KY. a house
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SELL!!
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ton
2
frame,
house
CHEVY
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good
1961
on
and one acre of land
requests for the above
in fine location.
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
Grain bed, good tires, 1974 CAPRI. Excellent FENCE SALES AT
Ky 144 and McFarlane
properties. if you have a
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2000 sq.
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condition. $2500. Call
good bed, good shape.
and
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space.
living
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50
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after
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free
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for the all new
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Call
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$1050.00 %kithout tape. 1973
Estate, across,from the
12:30 p.m.
VENTU ER. Brown
Phone
FOR A FREE estimate
Call 753-864,
post-office or 'call 753and gold, new tires,
40 Females
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16 Service Age Bulls
on all stump. removal.
3263.
Rocket wags,side rails.
from 7 tS 6
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1975 OLDS 442. Silver with
Contact K and S Stump
Call 753-3090. black strpes. °. Loaded
- Removal. 43574343 or
- For Information Contact:
753-9490.
with extrfis. Local, one
M.S. "Bub" Mitchell
1963- FORD astaniized
owner ('all 753-3465.
TWO BEDROOM HOME,
Sales Service
wan, mag wheels, 8
DRIVEWAYS 'WHITE
near shopping center.
t
Norte 1
track
stereo.
Must
rocked and gred41. Free
see
to,
Good
GT37
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1971
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2061 mom
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Redecorated
Trenton, Tenn. 38382
estimates. Call Clifford
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South 12th at Sycamore
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e
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z
••
1970 CADILLAC SEDAN
DeVille. An power and
air with AM-FM radio:
Car has been well
serviced and taken care
of. $1200.00. Phone 3546217.

ONE-FIVE YEAR old
Luellyn Setter, excellent
hunter and retriever.
Two year old Pointer.
started well. Call 7532765 after 4:30.

er.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1977 CAMARO, AM
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month old. Call 767-2550.
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Mark Pugh And
George Rogers To
Speak Here Sunday

Funerals I
Funeral Services
Held, Mr. Glover
The funeral services for W.
F. Glover were held Thursday,
at-two p. in.-at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Glen Cope
and the Rev. Howard Conner
officiating. The song service
was by the choir of the Oak
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Pallbearers were Hardy
Jackson, Janus Pritchett,
Harry Brown, FAwood-- Brown,
Tolbert Bedwell, and John
Canup. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Glow,'age 48, died
Tuesday at his home, Hardin
Route One. He is survived by
his parents, Mr.--• and Mrs.
Willie F. Glover, two sisters,
Mrs. Leon McKeel and Mrs.
R. J. McDougal, and two
brOtheis, Jack and John W.
Glover..

Louis Nanny
Dies Early Today
Louis Nanny:age 76, Route
Two, died today at 7:15 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Napy is survived by a son,
(tiarles Nanny, Route Two;
- two sisters, Mrs. Florence
Nleador, Route Four, and Mrs.
Nell Cochran, Of Murray; four
brothers, Ralph, of West
Virginia, and Earl, Lester,
and John, all of Murray; and
two grandchildren..
Nanny's wife, Mrs. Rovene
Wilson.Nanny, preceded him
in death in 1958.
Nanny, a retired farmer,
was a member of the Union
• Grove Church of Christ.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, and friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
Funexal Home after six+. in.
today. •

Rev. White Will
Speak Sunday On
The Holy Land
The Rev:....---Jerrell White;
pastor of the Memorial.
Baptist Church, will present a special program and review
on Biblical Events which
occurred to him while he was
in Egypt, Jordan, and Israel
recently on a tour at the seven
p. in. worship services on
Sunday, February 13, at the
church.
"Heart-Conditions" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. White at the 10:50 a. m.
services. His scripture will be
from Psalms 51:10 and Luke
10:27.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
the Rev. Ron Hampton with
Dianne Dixon as pianist and
Margaret Wilkins as organist.
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
Church School will be at 9:40
a. in. and Church Training at
sisc p. m.

TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF — Robert H. McGaughey Ill of Murray receives the oak
leaf insignia of major during promotion ceremonies Sunday, Feb. 6, 1477. Making the
presentation is Maj. Gen. Charles Beach Jr., the commanding general of the 100th Army Reserve Division. McGaughey, who is chairman of the Department of'Journalism
and Radio-Television at Murray State University, serves as the Division Information Officer at the Headquarters in Louisville.

Robert McGaughey
Promoted To Major

SCHOOL )
Luncm
MEnu
The lunch menus for the
week of February 14-18 have
been released by Glinda
Jeffrey, fbod service director,
as follows:
•
MURRAY'HIGH — Monday
— ravioli or hot brown and
Valentine cake; Tuesday —
pizza and cookie; Wednesday
— turkey and dressing, rolls,
and jelly; Thursday — tacos
and chocolate cake; Friday
chili and cookie. Hamburgers
and french fries are available
daily along with chef saiaas
and a choice of fruits and
vegetables.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — McGaughey is a member of
Roberl H.-McGaughey III of several journalism
Murray, the Information organizations.
He is the National Research
Officer for the 100th Army
Reserve Training Division, Director of the National
has been promoted from Council of College Publication
captain to the rank of major. Advisers, adviser to the
The son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Murray State chapter of the
H. McGaughey of Hopkin- American Advertising
sville, he received the Federation, and a member of
promotion in ceremonies at the Association for Education
the Division headquarters in in Journalism, the Society of
Louisville on Saturday (Feb. Professional JournalistsSi. Making the presentation Sigma Delta Chi, the
was Maj. Gen. Charles Beach, American Society of JourMURRAY MIDDLE —
Jr., the Commanding General nalism School Administrators, Monday — barbequed chicken
and Kappa Tau Alpha, on bun, corn, slaw, and
of the 100th Division.
Prior to becoming the In- honorary journalism Valentine cake; Tuesday —
Officer, fraternity.
formation
pizza, buttered potatoes,
McGaughey served as the
peaches and cookie; Wedassistant information officer
nesday — turkey and
for the division • and as an
.dressing, green peas, cranexecutive-officer for-a•cornberry sauce, rollf; and jelly;
pany in the Hopkinsville
Thursday — tacos, lettuce,
battalion.
tomatoes,cheese-, pinto beans,
An eleven-year Army
applesauce, and cake; Friday
veteran with combat service
— vegetable soup, _peanut_
in Vietriarn, he - received' his Sunday,February 13-;will be - butter sandwich, orange, and
commission as a second Student Recognition Sunday crackers. Hamburger and
lieutenant after completing for First United Methodist french fry line is available
the ROTC program at Murray students at Murray State. The daily.
10:50 worship service at First
State University in 1965.
CARTER ELEMENTARY
military United Methodist Church will
Among,. his
— Monday — beefaroni,
decorations are the Air Medal, be led by students, and
buttered potatoes, green
the Vietnam Service Ribbon, students will be special guests be
and Valentine cake;
the Vietnam Campaign of the church at a dinner Tuesday — turkey and gravy,
the
National
following
immediately
Medal, and the
rice, green peas, rolls, and
service.
Defense Service Medal.'
jelly; Wednesday — chili,
McGaughey is presently an
From .1:15 to 2:30 an open pimento cheese
_sandwich,
associate professor and house will be held by the carrot
sticks, orange, and
chairman of the Department Wesley Student Fellowship at crackers;
Thursday
—
of Journalism and Radio- the United Campus, Ministry. hamburgers,
french _fries,
Television at Murray State ( 202 N. 15th Street). All United
fruit gelatin, and cookie;
University. He received a:" BA Methodist students are invited
Friday.— ravioli, pinto beans,
in history and journalism to attend.
peaches, and ice cream.
from Murray State and was
The Rev. Fred Morton will
the first graduate of Murray be the Sunday morning
ROBERTSON ELEMENState's master's in journalism speaker. His subject will be
TARY
MONDAY —
program.
You Can't Go Home Again" beefarom, buttered potatoes,
He earned the Ph. D. in with his text from Mark 3:20- green
bean's, anci Valentine
mass communications from 35. Only one worship service cake; Tuesday —
turkey and
Ohio University in Athens in will be held with Church gravy, rice, green
peas, rolls,
1972. While there he was a School prior to the 10:50 and
jelly; Wednesday — chili,
recipient of a two-year service.
pimento cheese sandwich,
fellowship from the National
The Senior High and Junior carrot' sticks, apple, and
Science Foundation.
High United Methodist Youth crackers; Thursday
—
A former. adviser to the Fellowship groups will mee hamburger,
french fries, fruit
student campus newspaper for supper at 5:30 p.m. with jello,
and cookie; Friday —
and current co-adviser to the programs at six p.m.
tuna salad, pinto beans,
Murray State yearbook,
Greeters will be Mr. and peaches, and cookie.
Mrs. Stuart Poston.

Methodist Church
To Flonor Sti(dents
Sunday At Noon

--

Calvert City Strike Ends.

Mark Pugh, student in the
Harding Graduate School of
Religion, Memphis, Tenn.,
will be the guest speaker at
the 830 and 10:40 a. m. services on Sunday, February 13,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Bro. Pugh is a native of
Newport News, Va., and is a
graduate of Freed-Hardeman
College and David Lipscomb
College. He is married to the
former Linda Stubblefield of
Calloway County.
The six- p. m.speaker-will he
Bro. George Rogers of Paris,
Tenn. The church minister,
Bro. John Dale, is in Dominica
in the West Indies for an
evangelical campaign but will
return on February 20.
Directing the song service
will be Alan Jones at 8:30 a. m.
and Jerry Bolls at 10:40 a. m.
and six p. m. Ray Karraker
will make the announcements
at 8:30 a. m.and six p.m. with
,Johnny Bohannon serving at
10:40-e. m.
The scripture from Romans
12:1-3 will be read by Charles
Reed at 8:30, and Steve
Howard at 10:40, and from
Philippians 4:13-15 by Rick
Spann at six p. in. Serving for
The Lord's Supper will be
Billy Nix, Gene Roberts,
Edward Thomas, and Noah
Wheatley.
Prayers will be led by
Tommy Schroader and Kevin
Colson at 8:30, Jerry Howard
and Floyd Garland at 10:40,
and Ron McNutt and Max
Walker at six p. m. Jane
Gibson will be the teen nursery helper. Serving on the
Extension Department will be
Bernice Wilferd, David
Wright, Garry Evans, and
Randy Wright.

-Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church
Holy Communion will be
celebrated by St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets-, on Sunday,
February 13, at 8:30 a. m. with
the celebrant to be the Rev.
Stephen Davenport.
Morning prayer services
will be held at 9:45 a. m.,
followed by Church School and
the congregational meeting at
eleven a. m.
COUNTY SINGING
monthly
regular
The
Calloway County wide singing
of the Churches of Christ will
be held Saday at 2:30 p. m.at
the Mt. Olive Church building.

CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) The membership of union
— A 5%-month strike at the Local 3-727 ratified a'two-year
Air Products and Chemicals, contract late Thursday, according to James K. Phillips
Inc., plant has ended.
Jr.,local president.
The 330 members of the Oil, _Phillips saki the new pact
and
Chemical
Atomic includes wage increases and
Workers union are scheduled Unproved fringe benefits.
to return to work Monday.
He said the strike' began

University Church Of Christ Plans Services
"What's Right With The
Church II" will be the gubject
of the morning sermon by Bro.
Kenneth Hoover at the 10:30 a.
m. worship services on
Sunday, February 13, at the
University Church of Christ.
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service. Serving The
Lord's Supper will be Vernon
Gantt, Alan Boyd, Bob
Houghton, Chuck Wilson,
Jimmy Ford, Tim Feltner,
Jimmy West. and Scott
Thurman. James Lawson will
read the scripture.

Christian Church
To Honor Scouts
Sunday Morning
"Hunger. For Roots!" will
be the subject of "the sermon
by the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
at the 10:45 a.m. services on
'Sunday, February 13, at the
First Christian Church. This
will be Boy Scout Sunday.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Jane
Prince as organist will sing
the anthem, "Lam The Way,
The Truth And The Life."
Steve Shaw will be the
worship leader with Charles
Cella and John McFerron as
candle lighters. Greeters will
be Mrs. Kent Forrester and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Dr. Woodfin
Hutson. Voris Wells, Jim
Boone, Ken Kellar,. Dr. Bill
Seale, and Fred Wells will
serve as deacons. James Rudy
Allbritten tv,i11- have . the.
"Listen A Minute" segment.
--Mrs. Otis Loftin and Mrs.
Clem Moore will be official
church visitors for the week of
_
February 14.
The Youth Groups will meet
,at five p.m. for youth choir
practice, at 5:30 p.m. for
supper, and at six p.m. for
meetings.
The Elders will meet
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. and the
Church board will meet atseven p.m. Sunday in the
church library.
The
Christian
Men's
Fellowship will have a fish fry
at six p.m. Wednesday,
February 16, at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.

Prayers will be led by
Robert Hendon and Hoyt Like
with the announcements by
Wayne Williams.
The six p. m. worship service sermon topic will be
"New. Testament Emphasis
On Zeal" with prayers to be
led by Bruce Miller and John
Nanny.
Women serving in the
nursery on -Sunday will be
Sheila Grogan and Mildred
Hodge, infants,9:30 to 11:30 a.
m., Mary Taylor and Renee
Taylor,toddlers, 10:30 to 11:30
a. m., and Becky Page and
Dorothy Nanny, nights.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a. m. with Wednesday
Bible classes at.seven p. m.
and Ladies Bible Class at ten
a. m. Thursday.
Speakers at the United
Christian Student Center
include John Nanny, Monday,
Jerry Mayes, Wednesday,and
Tom Ballard, Thursday.

Dr. Bill Whittaker
Speaker Sunday At
Baptist Church
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
minister of the First Baptist
Church, will speak on the
subject,"God's Signature," at
the 10:45 a.m. worship services on Sunday, February 13.
His scripture will be from
Revelation 22:1-4.
Jamie Washer, deacon of
the week, Henry Warren, and
G. T. Moody will assist in the
morning services .when_Dr..
Eula McCain will sing a solo.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Joan Bowker, will sing "God's
Power Is Mine."
- Gus- Robertson, Jr., Will
direct the song service with
Mrs. Bowker as organist and
Mrs. Allene Knight as pianist.
The seven p.m. sermon
topic by Dr. Whittaker will be
"Single-Blade Knife Or TwoEdged Sword" with scripture
from Ephe.sians 6:10-18 and
Hebrews 4:12. David Sears
and G. T. Moody will assist in
the services.
A duet will be sung by Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann and Dr. Bobby
Malone, with the Adult Choir
to sing "Just Talk to God."

Volare
AMERICAN NO.1
SELLING WAGON

Echoes From The Past
Column uf his.torical and genealag.ical
ane;.(l)te.s. .starip.s anti filf7111V note.s.)

Written BN- Judith A. Maupin
The Last of the Lewises
Due to an unexpected trip to the
By about the ninth of April, 1812, word
hospital, I did not get to finish the saga got back to Isham and Lilburn that the
of the two sons of Lucy Jefferson Lewis, law was on their trail, and the two
Lilburn and Isham. To continue, after brothers decided on a suicide pact.
the killing, the other slaves attempted
to burn the remains of George, the They assigned a look-out to watch for
decapitated slave. In all the furor, the sheriff, and when he was sighted
however, the head managed to roll to heading that way, they both climbed
the back of the fireplace and escape the hill to the family burial ground.
'Each had agreed to shoot hirn4elf at the
complete destruction.
same time. As the sheriff's footsteps
After the Lewis brothers had gone were heard coming up the hill, ow shot
back up the hill and the fire burned, rang out, as Lilburn held to his end of
itself out, the slaves discovered that the the agreement. Isham, however, took a
head was still in evidence, and rather good look at the end results of such a
than risk further wrath, they threw it pact, and hastily changed his mind,
out into the back garden lot. The deciding to make a break for it.
following April, a hunter noticed his dog
.chewing on something, and that is how
He ran, as the sheriff and his men
the crime came to light. He im- grouped around Lilburn, to the edge of
mediately went to the sheriff withthe the Ohio river, where he thought he
evidence, and an investigation Was would find a canoe to use for his escape.
begun.
40,
There was none. The sheriff stayed long
enough to hear Lilburn's last words of
It's not clear just ho;‘, the details confession, which seemed to be tinged
became known--some say that one of with a bit of resentment at Isham's
the slaves was forced to testify; but failure to keep his end of the deal. Then
Lilburn, according to the will he left, he died, stretched across his mother's
blamed his wife Letitia. The day after tombstone, after which the men took off
the killing, she had managed to send a in hot pursuit of Isham, who was
note fo her father, in town, asking`Oat stranded on the riverbank. Ht,,was
he collie and take her away. She neer taken into custody and put in the Total
went back to Rocky Hill, nor did her jail while the men took care of the
young son, a fact which caused !Album
burial of Lilburn next to his mother and
much distress.
wife. But Isham, supposedly by bribing

the jailer managed to escape that very
night and-was not heard from again. ,
After the Battle of New Orleans,a list
of American dead was released which
contained the name of Ishani I.,ewis,
and this evidently explains his
whereabouts for the three intervening
years. Luty's widower, Ur. Charles
Lewis, had moved elsewhere with the
three young girls. And so it seems,that
in less than eight years, the whole
Lewis family passed from existence
after making the long trip to Kentucky.
It seems-ironic, considering the perils
of such a journey in those days, that a
family could successfully endure such
rigors, only to meetsuct
wi such untimely
eng-,--especially in
ta short span of
time.
I wanted to see for myself where
Lucy Jefferson Lewis was buried, so I
went to Livingston County, where,after
climbing several wrong hills, I found
the old homesIte, and eventually, the
rave, which is ,so overgrown as to be
ost, impossible to, find. There is
n thing left beside the stone, except for
A cabin at the foot of the hill — possibly
the cabin in which the murder took
place — and standing in one room is a
pair of large double doors, probably all
that was left of Lucy Jefferson Lewis's
Kentucky home, the home which her
brother, who was also president at one
time, helped design.

'77 Plyrefouth Volare
Wagon
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...and the number one
reason for that could be price

tOrgo space of an average of lull size
Definitely a No. 1 price Another reason
Wecions No wonder America i saytng
could be room .. a maior reason you buy
*tanks for giving us what we'need in a
aiwagon in the first place. Volare gives
station wagon Thanks for giving us
you more room than any other American
Volare
compact wagon More room in the pasbut two
Price and room Not one
senger compartment more room in the
reasons why Volare is on top
cargcrarea Volare even has 75% the
•Base shckee once asch•cprin lases deshnahon charges and ophonal boo- sw1e moulchngs ISM 401
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Jim Fain Motors,
I

'810 Sycamore

nc.

753-0632

Aug. 27 as an unauthorized
walkout. It was authorized by
the international union when
the old contract expired in
October,he said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.3, down 0.1.
Below dam 300.1, down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a: m. 354.4,
no change.
Below dam 302.2, no change.
Sunset 5:32. Sunrise 6:49.
1 legal Notice
Legal Notice
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
To: The General Public
In The Matter of:
WORKMEN'S • -COMPENSATION RATES
NOTICE AND ORDER
WHEREAS, Executive
Order 76-1213 issued by the
Honorable .Julian M.
Carroll, Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, directs the Commissioner of Insurance to
hold a Public Hearing to
determine - the extent to
which Workmen's Compensation Rates should be
reduced as the result of the
passage of House Bill 28
effective January 1, 1977,
and
•
The
WHEREAS,
National Council on
Compensation Insurance
has submitted its proposal
to the Department of Insurance.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT
IS ORDERED that a
be
Hearing
Public
scheduled for Wednesday,
February 23, 1977 at the
hour of 10:00 a.m. in Rooms
1-3 Sports Center, Frankfort, Kentuckx and it. is
further
ORDERED that the
following -issues be con- sidered at the Hearing
(1) The effect of House
Bill 28 on compensation
rates and on the overall
'cost of workers' compensation. The National
Council on Conipensation
Insurance has proposed an
average decrease of 12.3
per cent from current rates
as a result of House Bill 28.
(2) The _effect of the
automatic weekly benefit
increase from $96 to $104
effective January 1, 1977.
The National Council on
Compensation Insurance
has proposed a 4.0 per cent
increase as a result of this
benefit.
(3) The effect of House
Bill No. 30 on workmen's
Compensation rates.
(41 The effect of Experience Review on Workmen's Compensation rates.
The National Council on
Compensation Insurance
states that Experience
Review includes 8.2 per
cent based on actual losses,
which when modified by a
15 per cent trend factor and
a 5 per cent factor as a
result of Norman Haycraft
vs. Cohart Refractories,
Ky., 544 SW 2d. 222 (1976)
produces an overall in.
crease of 30.6 per cent.
ORDERED that the,
filing and 'supporting -information filed by the
National
council
on
Compensation Insurance
shall be open for public
inspection in the Department of Insurance. Second
Floor, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky during regular office
hours Monday through
Thursday prior to the date
of the Hearing, and it
further
ORDERED that pursuant to 806 KAR 2:080, all
persons with a valid interest wishing to intervene
as a party herein ( with the
right to present evidence
and cross-examine witnesses) shall file with the
Department of Insurance a
written application at least
forty-eight i 48 hours prior
to the Hearing, date
showing god
cause
therefore, and}it is further
ORDERED! that this
Notice of Public Hearing
shall be published twice in
every daily newspaper of
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky at least ten (10)
days prior to the Hearing
date.
Done and, effective .this
1\th day of February, 1977.
HAROLD B. MCGUFFEY
Commissioner of In-,
surancs.
By: Joseph R. Johnson
Attorney -
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